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Sommario

Grazie all’Internet of Things (IoT), sensori, attuatori, risorse computazionali e mem-

orie si stanno sempre più integrando nella vita quotidiana, trasformando radical-

mente il modo in cui gli esseri umani interagiscono e percepiscono ciò che li cir-

conda. In particolare, IoT permette ai servizi informatici di sfruttare la capillare

ed eterogenea rete di dispositivi per acquisire informazioni in tempo reale e inter-

agire automaticamente con l’ambiente. A causa della natura distribuita della loro

architettura, i servizi basati sull’IoT necessitano di una infrastruttura di rete in

grado di supportare costantemente la condivisione di informazioni tra i servizi e i

dispositivi. Tali caratteristiche non sono però riscontrabili in situazioni in cui la

rete è inaffidabile, come avviene nel caso di zone urbane colpite da disastri e in reti

tattiche militari che sono caratterizzate da reti instabili che impediscono ai nodi

di condividere efficacemente informazioni. Tuttavia, i middleware possono rappre-

sentare uno strumento efficace per abilitare servizi basati sull’IoT anche in questi

complessi scenari. Infatti, grazie a soluzioni basate su middleware è possibile definire

un layer ubiquo per il management di dispositivi in grado di adattarsi rapidamente

alle caratteristiche di rete e riabilitare l’accesso a dispositivi IoT. Più precisamente,

attraverso i middleware è possibile definire una soluzione federata in grado di sco-

prire autonomamente dispositivi IoT in reti frammentate, permettendo quindi ad

applicazioni di trovare e connettersi con queste risorse. Inoltre, i middleware sono in

grado di migliorare l’interazione tra device e applicazioni implementando meccan-

ismi information-centric che sfruttano al meglio le scarse risorse di rete. Ad esempio,

paradigmi come publish-subscribe e Information Centric Networking (ICN) disac-

coppiano gli estremi di comunicazione permettendo scambi di informazioni meno

sensibili alle condizioni di rete. Questa tesi studia l’efficacia di soluzioni middleware

per il discovery proattivo e il paradigma di comunicazione information-centric per

permettere l’uso di applicazioni IoT in reti inaffidabili. A questo scopo questa tesi

introduce un middleware distribuito per il discovery di device IoT in zone urbane

colpite da disastri e fornisce una valutazione sperimentale di diversi protocolli di

comunicazione information-centric in reti tattiche militari. Le ricerche presentate

in questa tesi sono frutto di una collaborazione con diversi istituti internazionali e

un periodo di lavoro svolto al Florida Institute for Human and Machine Cognition

(IHMC), FL, USA.
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Abstract

Thanks to the Internet of Things (IoT), sensors, actuators, computational and stor-

age resources, are getting more and more embedded in everyday life, radically trans-

forming human interaction and perception of their surroundings. More specifically,

IoT allows Information Technology (IT) services to exploit a capillary network of

heterogeneous devices to acquire real time information and to autonomously inter-

act with the environment. However, due to their distributed architecture, IoT-based

services are highly dependent on a reliable network infrastructure that can effectively

connect edge devices to IT services and users’ devices. Therefore, disrupted network

environments prevent the effective use of IoT. Post-disaster urban environments

and tactical environments are characterized by an unreliable network infrastruc-

ture that negatively affects the capability of nodes to share information. However,

middleware can provide an effective tool to enable IoT-based applications in these

challenging environments. In fact, by means of a middleware based approach it is

possible to define a ubiquitous IoT management layer that can rapidly adapt to the

network characteristics and re-enable access to IoT devices. More specifically, mid-

dleware can form a federated solution capable of autonomously locating IoT devices

in highly fragmented network environments, thus allowing applications to discover

and directly connect to such resources. Moreover, middleware can also support the

communication between applications and IoT devices by implementing information-

centring communication paradigms that better exploit the scarce network resources.

In particular, communication paradigms such as publish-subscribe and Information

Centric Networking (ICN) decouple the communications’ endpoints and enable more

resilient information sharing in highly disrupted environments. This thesis investi-

gates the effectiveness of middleware for proactive discovery and the information-

centring communication paradigm to enable the use of IoT-based applications in

disrupted network environments. To this end, this thesis also presents a distributed

discovery middleware for disaster recovery environments and experimentally evalu-

ates the capabilities of multiple information centric communication protocols within

tactical networks. The research presented in this thesis is the result of the collab-

oration with international institutes and a research period at the Florida Institute

for Human and Machine Cognition (IHMC), FL, USA.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Since the concept of IoT was defined in the end of the ’80s its adoption in everyday

life has gained more and more momentum [1, 2]. Sensors, actuators, computational

and storage resources, are getting more and more embedded in our everyday life

impacting the interaction and perception of humans with their surroundings. Rang-

ing from mobile devices, smart home assistants, and building sensors to industrial

automation enablers, the scale and diversity of implementations of IoT-technologies

has multiplied manyfold. Apart from the hardware aspects, there have been devel-

opments in IoT related communication technologies, data communication protocols,

security and privacy mechanisms, and interoperability aspects between IoT tech-

nologies as well as between IoT and legacy technologies [3, 4].

One of the most important environments drastically changed by the application

of IoT are Smart Cities. In fact, in Smart Cities, the cheap, yet powerful and inno-

vative solutions enabled by IoT, have paved the way for new business opportunities

that are attracting large numbers of investors and industry leaders to the sector.

Hence, more and more stakeholders actively participate in the enrichment of urban

network environments accelerating the flourishing of Smart Cities and the implemen-

tation of innovative ICT solutions that improve human life. For example, in Smart

Cities services such as health, transportation, security, education, and others, can

benefit from the use of a pervasive network of IoT devices by offering time-critical,

context-, and location-aware responses to citizens [5, 6, 7, 8].

The accessibility of ”Things” and their interoperability with other systems are

major challenges that Smart Cities have to face, as they directly impact their capa-

bility to advance at a fast pace by introducing new services or extending the ones

currently offered [9, 10]. To address this issue, nowadays urban networks rely on

a multi-layered infrastructure composed by gateways, Edge, Fog, and Cloud ser-

vices that orchestrate the growing number of sensing and computational resources

available. For example, public and private organizations that work in the field of

smart services and IoT have been deploying a multitude of new Cloud-based ser-
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

vices that allow applications to retrieve access information on smart Things and

other connected devices managed by those organizations. However, in order to

correctly function, these services rely on top of swarm of computational resources

distributed between both Edge and Fog networks of the city that directly cooperate

with the constrained devices to address communication heterogeneity, mitigate the

shortcomings caused by the resources’ limits and reduce bandwidth occupation.

While the sophisticated infrastructure and the pervasive network of sensors and

IoT devices that permeates smart cities is mainly fostered by the design and evolu-

tion of smart city services, it can also represent an indispensable support for disaster

recovery operations. More specifically, if exploited, the sensing capabilities offered

by nowadays smart city networks can enable rescuers to rapidly acquire situational

awareness in severely unstable and dynamic environments, greatly simplifying the

phases of planning, organization, and decision making, necessary for effective re-

covery efforts. However, accessing the sensing network can be obstructed by the

conditions that affect the city’s network during and after a disaster [11, 12, 13].

In particular, large scale disasters, such as earthquakes, floods or human-caused

disasters, can physically damage the smart cities’ network infrastructure and conse-

quently interrupt network links, broke routers, or destroy antennas. Moreover, the

unavailability of network links can cause the traffic to be re-routed on undamaged

links, resulting in potential situation of network congestion. Both physical dam-

ages on the network infrastructure and traffic congestion fragment the network in

an unpredictable set of quasi-, or completely, disjointed sub-networks with limited

capabilities in which rescuers do not have prior knowledge of the possible IoT assets

that the environments may offer to acquire situational awareness [14].

Similarly to post-disaster urban networks, also mobile military networks require

tailored solutions to enable the use of IoT during tactical missions. The wireless

nature of these networks, and the fact that they have to operate in an unfriendly

environment, results in unreliable and capacity limited performance. At the same

time, in order to achieve and maintain information superiority, in these environments

there is a need for solutions that enable the insertion of networked sensors and

IoT technology (e.g., the Internet of Battlefield Things (IoBT) program [15]), the

deployment of autonomous nodes and swarms, the adoption of new communication

patterns where available information might be attractive for more receivers in an ad-

hoc manner, and the adoption of Joint Intelligence, Surveillance and Reconnaissance

(JIRS) as well as joint firing and targeting.

In both of these uniquely challenging environments middleware can be an effec-

tive tool to enable IoT-based next generation emergency and military applications.

In fact, by means of a middleware based approach it is possible to define a ubiqui-

tous layer that responds to application needs and implement specific mechanisms to

2



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

restore access to IoT resources.

In particular, properly designed, proactive discovery procedures can autonomously

locate and register surviving segments of the IoT infrastructure and provide access

to rescuers. Moreover, the sensing network environment after a disaster is extremely

dynamic, as rescue organizations can deploy new resources and military forces can

bring network-enabled equipment within militarized sub-networks that can connect

to the public network. Proactive discovery can autonomously enable access to re-

sources that resisted the disaster just as well as new resources that different rescue

teams and organizations deploy during emergency operation.

Although proactive discovery represents the core mechanism of the IoT accessing

process, complementary federation mechanisms are crucial to effectively respond to

disaster recovery and tactical environments needs. In fact, since both environments

present fragmented network environments, proactive discovery can solely restore ac-

cessibility of devices within their area of influence. On the other hand, by integrating

federation mechanisms, it is possible to support the entirety of the network by rely-

ing on a federation of autonomous discovery services that can cover each fragment of

the network. Moreover, military and disaster recovery operations typically involve

multiple agencies (e.g. military missions might be carried out by forces deployed

by diverse nations with a common goal) each adopting different applications and

introducing proprietary resources for the operations [16, 17].

In such cases, federation mechanisms can be enabled by defining specific secure

communication schemes that foster the cooperation and resources sharing among

different partners. For example, secure group communication schemes can adopt

attribute-based mechanisms that allows users to define information access policy

with ease and thus assuring information privacy and security even in cooperating

federated networks.

While proactive discovery and federation mechanisms represent effective tools to

rapidly restore an IoT registry that application can exploit, in disrupted network

environments it is also necessary to specifically design communication protocols to

ensure reliable information exchange. To exploit the scarce network resources mul-

tiple communication protocols have been proposed to address the issues of tactical

environments, leveraging many different paradigms: from connection-oriented solu-

tions that support session mobility and are more resilient to channel fluctuations

and disconnections [18], to delay tolerant solutions based on store and forward [19],

to adaptation solutions that can run with good performance and reliability levels

COTS TCP-based applications without requiring any modification [20]. While typ-

ically these type of communication protocols are built on top of the TCP/IP stack,

several proposals have started to also include different addressing and transport level

solutions to introduce new communication paradigms.

3
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Typically, these types of communication protocols adopt an evolutionary design

approach and thus have to address quite a few complications in order to provide

applications with a network programming model suited for tactical edge environ-

ments while building on top of the TCP/IP stack [21]. However, the newer In-

formation Centric Networking (ICN), instead, represents an interesting clean slate

approach that aims at replacing the entire TCP/IP stack with a new communication

paradigm. ICN provides several tools to tailor the robustness of data retrieval con-

nections through different mechanisms for signaling redundancy and intermediate

data storage (caching). Within an ICN architecture data producers, data location

and transport means become transparent. This enables it to seamlessly switch be-

tween different traffic patterns, for data meant for single receivers and data meant

for a group of recipients, or even to adapt traffic from fairly stable networks to

intermittently connected ones.

Several ICN proposals exist with varying degrees of maturity [22]. The most

mature, popular, and relevant solution for the purpose of supporting tactical com-

munications is arguably Named Data Networking (NDN) [23, 24, 25], which builds

on the concepts developed by the Context Centric Networking (CCN) proposal [26].

In fact, NDN-based solutions have recently started attracting considerable attention

from the perspective of military applications [27, 28].

In this thesis, the problem of accessing the IoT resources in disruptive environ-

ments is tackled by 3 main points of view: the discovery of resources in absence

of Cloud-based registers, the network domains federation and secure information

sharing among different authorities, and what are the main characteristics that

communication protocols should present to effectively share information in the ad-

dressed environments. To this end, the thesis also proposes the project developed to

in-depth investigate the 3 points of view and experimentally evaluates the effective-

ness of the mechanisms discussed in the various sections. Moreover, on the aspect

of evaluating solutions for effective information sharing, also commercial solutions

typically adopted for enterprise environments are validated in disruptive network

contexts.

The thesis is organized as follows, in chapter 2 the nowadays IoT enabling ar-

chitecture of urban environment will be unraveled, chapter 3 discuss how disasters

affect urban environments and how they relate to tactical networks. Following, in

chapter 4 the challenges and requirements to enable IoT in a disrupted environment

will be discussed and then, in chapter 5, a proof-of-concept middleware to enable

IoT applications in the target environments is presented. chapter 6, will tackle the

problematic related to data exchange and investigate the effectiveness of several

communication protocols. Chapter 7, further extends the investigation on commu-

nication protocols by describing and experimentally evaluating NDN in comparison

4



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

with protocols previously introduced. Finally, chapter 7, will conclude the thesis’s

topics and discuss the discoveries achieved with the work.
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Chapter 2

IoT Nowadays Technologies and

Infrastructures

The term IoT identifies the collection of communication solutions, protocols, and

hardware components that enables the interconnection of a multitude of various

physical devices via the internet. Sensors, actuators, computational nodes, and

the Cloud cooperate with one another defining a capillary frame of resources that

virtually countless diverse type applications such as healthcare, smart cities, smart

farming, industry 4.0, intelligent transport systems, smart homes, smart monitoring,

smart metering, power grids, and so on [29, 30].

Thanks to its versatility, IoT attracted a multitude of stakeholders that invested

and widely adapted this technology to enhance their business or provide new in-

novative products to their client [31]. For example, metering services have started

to rely more and more on IoT for the sensing process and to enable sophisticated

leak or waste detection mechanisms [32]. This led to an exponential growth of the

number of connected devices since the definition of IoT and it is estimated that the

number of IoT devices will surpass 27 billion by 2025.

However, in order to access the internet and share data with other components or

users, IoT devices are supported by a plethora of different communicative solutions

and protocols designed to fit specific requirements and characteristics that these

devices exhibit [33, 34]. More specifically, the ”Things”, especially sensors and

actuators, tend to have several constraints that limit their capability to adopt highly

requesting communicative solutions and protocols. For example, IoT devices tend

to have limited computational capability and power supply, or in certain cases they

must rely on batteries which may cause up and down time cycles, and so on.

To address such constraints IoT stakeholders defined and developed a multi-

tude of solutions and approaches capable of responding to the diverse requirements

that constrained devices and IoT applications might present [35]. By following the

ISO/OSI stack, these solutions can be categorized in 3 different groups: communica-
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INFRASTRUCTURES

tions technologies, which represent the low level communicative solutions that enable

connectivity between devices, communication protocols, that enhance the basic con-

nectivity provided by the communication technologies and enable specific commu-

nication model and evolved information sharing mechanisms, and IoT management

infrastructures. On contrary of the first two, which address the challenges related

to connectivity and information exchange between applications and constrained de-

vices, IoT management infrastructures represent comprehensive set of tools that

assists and simplify the development of IoT-based applications [36, 37, 38, 39]. For

example, IoT management infrastructures mitigate the challenges related to IoT

devices heterogeneity and by providing a common interface that applications can

rely on to access diverse types of resources.

2.1 Communication Technologies

IoT communication technologies are the plethora of solutions that enable basic con-

nectivity between constrained devices. These solutions emerged as both extension

of well known technologies for Device-to-Device communication (e.g. Bluetooth),

or newly defined mechanism tailored specifically on IoT requirements which, thanks

to their characteristics, became de-facto standards solutions to connect constrained

devices to one another.

In particular, since communication technologies represent physical and link layer

solutions, they are designed to enable an effective throughput to support timeliness

information sharing while maintaining a low profile in terms of power and com-

putational resources consumption. Such trade-off is achieved by balancing diverse

properties that the connection might present. For example, wireless solutions might

achieve high throughput but limit the connectivity range to reduce the power con-

sumption while others might use more simple information coding, which might limit

the throughput, but achieve low power long range communication since the signal

emitted is less affected by noises.

Moreover, among these communication technologies some solutions achieve a low

profile by avoiding the support of the internet stack and relying on distributed ar-

chitecture. More specifically, some devices might not have a computational support

that enable the devices to directly participate in communication with consumer de-

vices using the full internet stack (e.g. TCP/IP) and thus rely on other nodes that

act as mediators between them and applications. In this case, since the constrained

devices can expend less computational resources to share information, communica-

tion technologies can exploit more devices’ resources to enable fairly high throughput

and connectivity range.

8
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Figure 2.1: BLE Mesh and Master-Slave topology

2.1.1 Bluetooth Low Energy

Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) [40], also known as Bluetooth Smart, is a low range

wireless technology defined as an independent and not compatible extension of the

classic Bluetooth. The core difference of BLE from its predecessor is noticeably

lower power consumption, however it also supports diverse types of communication

topologies, ranging from classic master-slave, broadcast, and mesh, which allow this

technology to support multiple network environments. In Fig.2.2 an example of

mesh and master-slave topology is given.

Moreover, BLE extends the data transport model of the classic by providing

connection-less communication (CL-mode) mechanisms. CL-mode allows devices to

send messages similarly to datagram protocols and thus decoupling the two end-

points of communications. This type of mechanisms are particularly relevant in IoT

network in which devices might have up-down time cycles that might temporarily

disconnect them from the network, and enable more idempotent communications

that better suit the producer-consumer communication model.

One of the most interesting capabilities that BLE provide for IoT devices is the

support of a beacon infrastructure [41]. BLE beacons uniquely identifiable small

hardware components that can be connected via BLE. Thanks to these characteris-

tics, these devices allow the definition of a capillary network of beacons that enable

various mechanisms such as indoor localization and proximity based notification

capable of enhancing the effectiveness of context-based applications.

However, while the BLE effectively enable network of constrained devices, it is

not directly compatible with the internet stack, since it adopts its own addressing

and packet formats, and require the support of a gateway node between the BLE

network and the internet in order to enable the traffic.

2.1.2 ZigBee

Zigbee [42] is a wireless communication technology built on top of the n IEEE

802.15.4 that enables low-cost and low-power wireless mesh networks for constrained
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devices. To achieve this, ZigBee defines two main typologies of resources: Full

Function Devices (FFD) and Reduced Function Devices (RFD). FFDs represent the

subset of resources in a ZigBee network with sufficient computational and power

resources that enable them to directly interact with other devices. On other hand,

RFDs model devices wiht limited capabilities and incapable to support the full

stack of functions enabled by ZigBee and can only be associated with FFD devices.

Thanks to this distinction, ZigBee allows a low-energy profile for very constrained

devices while enabling a full participation to the network via the support of FFD.

Moreover, ZigBee distincts devices on three more categories: coordinators, routers,

and end-devices. Coordinators are nodes responsible for the definition of a ZigBee

network and they involve several core mechanisms such as routing, identification of

the network, and selecting the operating channel for communications. Each ZigBee

network must count a unique coordinator. Routers involved in a ZigBee network

comprehend the implementation of the functions necessary to define routing data

paths and forward packets in order to extend the range of the network. Finally,

end-devices are nodes responsible to send and receive data. Typically, these nodes

are connected to sensors and actuators and enable such resources to participate in

a ZigBee network.

ZigBee also offers 2 interesting features to automatize the integration of IoT

devices and thus be very beneficial for IoT applications. In particular, ZigBee defines

precise mechanisms to implement discovery and joining which allows new devices to

be integrated and associated in an already defined network. Such capabilities are

crucial for IoT network where new devices can be constantly deployed and integrated

in a network. For example, a user might dispose of a ZigBee network for a smart

home application and integrate new sensors and actuators over time [43, 44].

2.1.3 Z-Wave

Z-Wave [45] is a proprietary wireless communication technology developed by Zen-

sys and later acquired by Sigma Designs that is typically adopted for smart home

applications and other types of home related automation. This solution achieves

medium-range energy efficient radio communications (90 meters outdoor and 25

circa indoor) at the expense of a low throughput if compared with solutions such as

BLE. Since Z-wave defines a mesh network topology nodes can share information

from sources to destinations by directly connecting nodes to one another, if they are

in range, or by relying on nodes between the two communication’s endpoints that

can seamlessly forward packets.

Similarly to ZigBee, Z-wave divides the resources in the network into two diverse

types of resources: controllers and controllable devices. Controllers are devices that
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act as masters for other other devices thus defining a sort of gateway for applications

to access the sensors and actuators available, each network must count a primary

controller and, contrary to ZigBee, Z-wave enable the presence of multiple controller

within the same network as long as there is a unique primary controller. Moreover,

controllers implement a pairing procedure to enable the integration of new resources

in a Z-wave network. On other hand, controllable devices instead model the edge-

resources in the network, which comprehend both sensors and actuators that can

connect to the network controllers and send and receive messages.

2.1.4 LoRa and LoRaWAN

Long Range (LoRa) [46] is a modulation technique developed by the Cycleo of

Granoble that achieves long range communication while maintaining a low profile in

terms of energy consumption. As a trade-off modulation techniques do not offer high

throughput communication, however, represent an extremely relevant solution for

certain IoT applications. For example, simple sensing devices that can be adopted

for smart metering do not require high throughput since certain measurements do

not require data streams and can be summarized in relatively small size messages

that are then periodically forwarded to consumer services.

Since LoRa is a physical level approach, it has been adopted for a more complete

stack of technology for IoT. One of the most successful Low Power Wide Area

Network (LPWAN) technologies that adopt LoRa modulation is LoRa Wide Area

Network (LoRaWAN). LoRaWAN is Media Access Control (MAC) protocol based

on ALOHA which provides a large range communication with low data throughput

for constrained devices. In order to connect to each other, edge devices must rely on

a network of networks that act as mediator. More specifically, LoRaWAN defines

a network topology in which each device sends messages to its local gateway via

wireless channel enabled by LoRa, then if the receiver is connected to the same

gateway the messages are directly forwarded back to the destination, otherwise, the

local gateway forwards the messages to the gateway connected to the receiver via

wired channel. As a result, LoRaWAN topology forms a wireless-wired stars-of-stars

hybrid network.

Similarly to other technologies, LoRaWAN defines different class of nodes to

model different devices and uplink and downlink arrangement: class A, class B, and

class C. Class A, represent the most basic type of resources which present limited

capabilities, discontinuous availability (e.g. sleep cycles). This class is specifically

designed to model the most constrained resources and thus also identifies the min-

imum requirements that a device must support to participate in the LoRaWAN

network. Class B extends the model defined by class A by describing less limited
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resources that provide configurable up/down time cycles. In particular, while a class

A device’s downtime periods are scheduled by the device’s hardware characteristics

and requirements, a class B device allows network admin to configure its downtimes

to match more effective traffic schedules. Finally, class C models devices that do

not present any sleep period and thus are always available.

2.1.5 WiFi

WiFi is a wireless communication technology commonly used to connect users’ de-

vices, such as desktops computers, laptops, smartphones, tablets, to the internet,

it is based of IEEE 802.11 standards, thus making it part of the communication

technology defined for Local Area Network [47, 48, 49]. Moreover, thanks to the 802

enabled connectivity, WiFi is also compatible with wired technology that are part

of the same family (Ethernet). This allows devices that adopt WiFi, to seamlessly

interact with other wired devices in the network, which enable the definition of a

highly interoperable network of devices.

In terms of enabled topology, WiFi supports 2 distinct modes: infrastructure

mode and ad-hoc mode. Infrastructure mode enables the definition of standard

start network topology in which a centralized node, also known as access point,

mediates the communications between the nodes connected to the same network.

This mode is the most commonly used since it simplifies the protocol. The ad-hoc

mode instead allows the nodes to directly communicate with one another. Since

the ad-hoc mode poses numerous challenges especially when communication chan-

nels require multi-hop communication it is not very common. However, in order to

include the possibility of Peer-to-peer (P2P) communication via WiFi, the organiza-

tion WiFi alliance, has standardized and promotes WiFi-Direct which defines how

two devices can share information without the support of an access point but limits

the interactions by supporting solely single-hop communications.

Since WiFi has been designed for LAN applications and for devices that typically

do not present severe constraints in terms of power consumption nor computational

capabilities, this technology is not very suited for limited IoT devices. In fact, this

technology is highly demanding in terms of energy consumption and, due to the

frequency band adopted, it is not suited for environments in which devices are not

in line of sight. However, since WiFi is the de-facto standard for devices that directly

interface to users and allow them to access IT services, less constrained IoT devices

has started to adopt this technology more often or are supported by infrastructure

that enable IoT access to this communication technology
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2.1.6 4G, 5G and Beyond

4G is nowadays the most preeminent communication technology to provide inter-

net access via mobile networks. More specifically, 4G is the fourth generation of

technologies adopted for mobile networking designed to achieve high throughput

(100Mbps in a high mobile network environment) and presents a higher system

spectral efficiency, which enables more simultaneous communications on the same

channel compared to the previous generation [50, 51, 52].

Similar to its predecessor 4G does not allow edge devices to directly connect

to one another and communication must rely on the base stations that provide

network coverage. More specifically, cellular networks are formed by dividing the

geographical area of coverage in small sections also known as cells. Within each

cell a radio base station is deployed which are then connected to one another via a

wired technology to form a unique network for devices. Hence if two devices want

to share information to one another they must be both connected to the network

formed by the base stations which forward messages from the information source to

the destination.

4G like WiFi is not a technology specifically designed for IoT devices. However,

due to its success for mobile communications, the 4G can result in a solid technology

also to support IoT [53, 54]. More specifically, the hardware required to adopt

this technology has been tested and optimized by the researches made to improve

mobile devices and the cellular base stations form a ubiquitous and already available

network. Hence, IoT devices can be enabled by integrating the same hardware

components used for smartphones (SIM card, antennae, etc).

While 4G is a solid technology for mobile communication and also for IoT, the

fifth generation (5G) plans to directly support IoT applications by introducing a

set of features that directly address the requirement of this type of applications. In

fact, 5G design is not limited to an overall improvement of network capabilities in

term of low latency communications, higher throughput and bandwidth and so on,

but also supports IoT by design and introduce new specific mechanisms to support

IoT services and applications [55, 56, 57].

More specifically, 5G focuses on 3 macro areas: Internet for mobile via cellular

network, like its predecessor, D2D communication and ultra reliable low latency

networking (URLL). D2D communications enables constrained devices to directly

interact with one another which further reduces latency and power consumption dur-

ing message exchange. Moreover, due to the radio frequency adopted, 5G organizes

the network in a composition of macroassisted small size cells that allows devices

to achieve high-throughput low-latency communications while further reducing the

power required to transmit packets.
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For example, due to the radio frequency it adopts, 5G organizes the network in

a composition of macroassisted small size cells that allows devices to achieve high

throughput and low latency communications while also reducing the power required

to transmit packets. Moreover, 5G is designed to enable D2D communications thus

enabling constrained devices to directly interact with one another which further

reduce latency and power consumption. Finally, thanks to 5G IoT devices and

applications will also benefit from network slicing.

Network slicing is a network architecture that allows to define multiple inde-

pendent, end-to-end isolated, logical networks, also known as slices, on the same

physical network infrastructure. In 5G networks network slicing is further enhanced

by enabling different and contrasting Quality of Services (QoS) to coexist on the

same wireless link. For example, high throughput best effort communications and

low latency ultra reliable communications can be supported simultaneously on the

same wireless link. Thanks to this characteristic, 5G is able to seamlessly sup-

port different IoT services with highly heterogeneous communication requirements

[58, 59, 60].

Even if 5G is still involved in the process of standardization, the sixth generation

of cellular network is already being studied and discussed in terms of novel features

and requirements that the technology will present in the first phase of definition in

terms of requirements. More specifically, this novel approach will certainly improve

the common characteristics of the network, higher throughput, low latency, higher

energy efficiency and reliability, and so on, in comparison to previous generations

but also integrate new features that will enable more pervasive and revolutionary

IT services. Like 5G, 6G will include IoT enabling feature that will further extend

the applications and connectivity of IoT devices.

2.1.7 NB-IoT

NarrowBand Internet of Things (NB-IoT) is a Low-Power Wide-Area Network (LP-

WAN) cellular communication technology defined and launched by 3GPP to enable

the definition of high-density, low power network for D2D communication [61, 62].

To achieve this NB-IoT adopt a subset of the LTE standard and enables traffic via

a single narrow-band of 200kHz which correspond to one single block Global Mobile

in LTE transmission [63].

This technology design been to also achieve longer range than typical cellular

range coverage radius. However, in comparison to other long range technologies,

such as LoRa, NB-IoT does not achieve similar results. More specifically, even

if specifically designed for constrained devices, NB-IoT still require constant syn-

chronizations and uses Orthogonal Frequency-Division Multiplexing (OFDM) and
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Frequency Division Multiple Access (FDMA) to transmit information, which can be

highly demanding in term of power resources. As a result, NB-IoT is not typically

adopted for very wide networks and instead is adopted for indoor coverage.

While might not extremely effective in certain scenarios, theses design choices

enable the rapid development of a full specification of the technology. Moreover, the

reuse of LTE mechanisms also enable the rapid reconfiguration of several applications

and devices to this technology.

2.2 Communication Protocols

While communication technologies enable the primary connectivity to IoT devices,

higher level approaches are necessary to effectively support the participation of con-

strained devices to the Internet. More specifically, communication protocols imple-

ment mechanisms that address requirements from transport, for low level protocols,

to presentation and application level thus enabling more management, coordination

and interaction between constrained resources [64, 65, 66, 64]. For example, com-

munication protocols allow to define hierarchical communication schemes that allow

better equipped devices to actively support highly constrained devices by exploiting

their resources (e.g. data caching).

Moreover, via communication protocols it is possible to define sophisticated com-

munication paradigms capable of decouple applications or services from IoT devices

and simplify the interaction between the two. In fact, connection oriented commu-

nication might not always be suitable for IoT due to the periodical unavailability of

devices and the high computational demand that might be forced onto the communi-

cations endpoints. For example, secure information sharing via connection oriented

protocols require an initialization phase in which the two endpoints negotiate the

encryption mechanism that is most suited to ensure data security. However, this

phase is typically based on asymmetric algorithms which can be taxing in terms of

computational resources and thus not suited for constrained devices. By decoupling

applications and services from IoT devices it is instead possible to avoid these sit-

uations while also enabling the integration of other components that mediate the

interaction between the endpoints and further support the introduction of highly

constrained devices within the Internet.

To achieve this communicative model communication protocols, thanks to their

middleware level approach, can implement and take advantage of several ICN con-

cepts. ICN is a communication paradigm that aims to evolve the host-centric

paradigm by basing core network mechanisms that allows data exchange, such as

addressing and routing, on information related to contents rather than to the com-

munication endpoints. Thanks to this paradigm, the information sharing process
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becomes fully independent from where data is located or stored, it can be supported

also by intermittent links and can effectively exploit network caching since informa-

tion consumers can rely on virtually any node in the network [67, 68, 69, 70]. By

adopting fully or partially ICN concepts, communication protocols can define sets

of characteristics that can effectively respond to IoT requirements.

However, communication protocols for IoT have not solely followed the ICN

trend. In fact, introducing a diverse communication paradigm is not always ben-

eficial since it increases the heterogeneity of the IoT communicative stack which

poses several challenges during the implementation of services and applications that

rely on IoT. In particular, communication protocols largely adopted in nowadays

distributed applications, such as HyperText Transfer Protocol (HTTP), have also

started to become a common approach for IoT applications. While these protocols

present conflicting design choices compared to IoT characteristics, similar to the

WiFi case for communication technologies, they represent an extremely effective

protocol for devices that interact with multiple services or users’ applications since

commonly adopted protocols are typically built-in in consumer nodes.

2.2.1 HTTP/REST

HTTP is an application layer communication protocol designed for distributed sys-

tems to cooperate and share hypermedia information [71, 72]. HTTP and TCP/IP

form the stack of protocol used Web applications. Even if it is typically paired

with TCP/IP, HTTP is a stateless communication protocol and follows the request-

response (or client-server) communication paradigm and does not support long-

session interaction between client and server. More specifically, once a response has

been successfully returned to the client, following requests will not have memory of

previous exchanges. However, to address session dependent interactions HTTP sup-

ports a token based mechanism (Cookie) or rely on step-by-step specifically designed

parameters.

While widely adopted, HTTP is not an highly efficient mechanism since its pack-

ets are characterized by a case-sensitive textual format which forces the two end-

points to constantly parse and compare sequences of character in order to interact

with each other [73, 74, 75]. Moreover, this protocol does not present any constraints

in the packet header which allows applications to produce considerably large over-

heads which require long parsing phases and might not be suited for IoT devices.

However, the success of this protocol and the definition of the Representational

State Transfer (REST) have made HTTP an interesting and effective protocol also

for constrained devices.

REST is an architectural style based design to improve and simplify the develop-
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URL Method Result

example-api.com/resources

GET Acquisition of the entire collec-
tion of resources

POST Insert a new resource in the col-
lection

PATCH Replace the entire collection of re-
sources with the new given

DELETE Delete the entire collection of re-
sources

example-api.com/resources/{id}

GET acquisition of the specified re-
source

POST Generally not implemented (405)
PATCH Modify the specified resource
DELETE Delete the specified resource

Table 2.1: REST compliant API provided by a generic web application

ment of Web applications [76]. REST is based on a few key principles: statelessness,

cacheability, and uniformed interface. More specifically, models every information

as a resource, each resource is uniquely identified by an URI, and the interaction

between clients and servers is limited to few operations: request, submit, update

and delete a resource. For example, if a client request for a specific information it

can simply specify to the server the resource (via URI) and the specify the appro-

priate operation it wants to do which, since REST is based on HTTP, can be done

by properly using the method defined by the HTTP protocol (GET, PUT, PATCH,

DELETE). Table 2.1 presents in detail which result is expected from a REST com-

pliant interface for each combination of HTTP method and URL. Thanks to this

design client-server interactions become completely independent from one another,

since each possible action on a resource is achieved by a single client request, and

a server’s interface results uniformed with interfaces of other servers, since each the

actions that clients can perform on resources are limited and predefined. More-

over, thanks to the resource-oriented model, caching server results are extremely

advantageous with REST. In fact, since contents are uniquely identifiable within

the network, caching servers can easily store the resources transmitted, which is a

process further enhanced by the stateless nature of the client-server interactions,

and simply respond to other clients when the same resource is later requested.

As a result, RESTarchitectural style allows the design extremely effective and

simple interaction between devices and thus can result beneficial when adopting

HTTP in IoT applications. In particular, the REST/HTTP client results are ex-

tremely simple and easily deploy-able in highly constrained devices, meanwhile, on

the server side more computational resources are required which results more suited

for more complex devices, such as gateways or services. However, the statelessness
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nature of HTTP/REST enables their deployment even in edge devices [77, 78, 79].

2.2.2 CoAP

Constrained Application Protocol (CoAP) a request-response communication pro-

tocol specifically designed for constrained devices in low-power and lossy-networks

[80, 81, 80]. In particular, the main design goal of CoAP is to enable constrained

devices incapable to effectively support the HTTP, due to computational or power

constraints, to realize RESTlike architecture that can be easily traduced and inte-

grated within web applications and services.

To achieve this, CoAP re-implement the core HTTP mechanisms and charac-

teristics necessary to follow the RESTarchitectural style, in order to obtain a quasi

1-to-1 match with modern web architecture, via a low-overhead binary protocol

which require less computational resources. To further reduce protocol complexity

and increase communication efficiency CoAP adopts UPD or UDP analogue trans-

mission protocols which are also more suited for unreliable network environments.

Moreover, contrary to HTTP, CoAP is designed to specifically address D2D commu-

nications offering non-web features such as built-in device discovery, asynchronous

message exchange, and multicast support.

Another aspect that differentiates CoAP from HTTP is how the caching mecha-

nism is implemented. In fact, HTTP base caching is enabled by a comparison of the

HTTP method adopted to receive information. For example, the acquisition of an

information, which in RESTarchitecture is achieved by when a request is submitted

using the HTTP method GET, allows nodes to easily recognize the response message

as carrier of cacheable content since the method implies that the operation should

not affect the server database and thus immediate identical request should produce

the same result. Contrary to HTTP, the CoAP trigger for content caching process

depends on the code embedded in the response. This strategy allows to define a

more tailored caching mechanism since CoAP, like HTTP, describes a wider variety

of possible responses in comparison to the limited request types available.

2.2.3 MQTT

Message Queuing Telemetry Transport (MQTT) is a lightweight communication pro-

tocol that adopts the publish-subscribe communication paradigm to transfer mes-

sages between devices [82, 83, 82]. In particular, the publish subscribe paradigm

divides the communication endpoints in two categories: publishers and subscribers.

Publishers represent the producer of a certain data while subscribers represent the

consumers that will utilize the data produced by publishers. With this distinc-

tion publish-subscribe paradigms define a specific information flow and provide an
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architecture where consumers and producers are loosely coupled to one another.

However, the main defining characteristic of the publish-subscribe paradigm is

the topic based information exchange. More specifically, topics are named logical

communication busses in which publisher and subscriber connect to respectively

send and receive messages which completely decouple communication endpoints.

For example, different publishers can send data via the same topic which may or

may not have any subscriber attached and vice versa. Hence, thanks to topics nodes

can share information with one another while remaining completely unaware of the

network composition. Moreover, pub-sub protocols enable more information centric

communications than client-server architecture. In fact, topics can be defined based

on the type of content shared, nodes’ context, or application specific information

thus hiding hosts specific details which are irrelevant for the communications (e.g.

IP address).

Publish-subscribe paradigm can be achieved via 2 main topologies: star-topology

and P2P. The first topology type, which represents the most common topology

among publish-subscribe protocols, introduces a 3 communication participant, named

broker, which mediates the message exchange between all nodes as also depicted in

Fig.??. Thanks to the broker, publisher and subscriber results are extremely sim-

plified. In fact, the broker offers a reliable component that allows nodes to define,

discover and connect to their preferred topics to exchange messages. Moreover, since

the broker is typically deployed on highly reliable and computational capable nodes,

it also implements a series of features that simplify both publishers and subscribers.

For example, broker nodes are commonly responsible for information caching and

historing, implementation of fail safe procedure, node authorization and secure in-

formation exchange. Hence, broker-based publish-subscribe represents an extremely

valuable solution for IoT since constrained devices require only to implement the

basic mechanisms to transmit or receive messages from the broker.

On other hand, P2P publish-subscribe architecture instead does not rely on a

broker and offers a fully decentralized communicative approach. In particular, this

type of topology does not present any centralization point that all publisher and

subscriber must connect to in order to share data, thus resulting in a more suited

approach for a disrupted network environment. In fact, in broker-based publish-

subscribe, if the broker node is unavailable or unreachable all nodes connected will

not be able to publish nor receive any message. However, the absence of a centralized

broker results in a much more sophisticated implementation of both publisher and

subscriber which absorbs more computational resources. More specifically, nodes

must implement specific mechanisms to discover other participants, which typically

involve broadcasting strategies, locate topics of interest, in case they are subscribers,

or publicize the locally defined topics, in case they are publishers. Moreover, node
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Figure 2.2: Broker Based Publish-Subscribe topology

authorization is an extremely delicate process in a decentralized topology. In fact,

while centralized architecture can simply implement in the broker the authorization

mechanism required to allow new nodes to send and receive messages, decentralized

approaches require more sophisticated procedures, for example, more reliable nodes

are able to admit or remove other nodes.

Since MQTT is designed with the objective of reducing both network and re-

sources footprint, it adopts the broker-based architecture with a binary packets

format, which reduces both overhead and computational requirements. Via broker

MQTT provides three simple and effective QoS levels. The three levels provided

are: best effort, which does not offer any mechanism to recover messages lost, at

least once, which introduces a simple acknowledgement mechanism, and exactly

once, which improves the previous mechanism by discarding retrasmission of an al-

ready received message. Moreover, MQTT also offers diverse types of data retention

which allows messages to be retrieved also in case of publisher disconnection. More

specifically, the MQTT broker cache, if required, messages received from the pub-

lishers to allow subscribers to receive specific content even if the original producer

is unavailable.

2.2.4 XMPP

Extensible Messaging and Presence Protocol (XMPP) is an application layer com-

munication protocol based on XML designed to enable instant messaging via a de-

centralized Client-Server architecture [84, 85, 86]. More specifically, XMPP clients,

which represent the communication endpoints, interact with one another via a fed-

eration of XMPP servers. However, via this configuration XMPP does not define

a precise communication paradigm and can support both client server and publish-
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subscribe interactions. This protocol does not enable direct D2D communication.

More precisely, in client-server mode different clients require the support of a server

to share information with one another, and in publish-subscribe mode the publisher

or subscriber must be connected to a XMPP server that act as a broker for the

nodes.

However, while not providing a fully distributed approach, XMPP does not define

any restriction on the introduction of a new XMPP server in the network. Hence,

virtually anyone can deploy a server and federate it with other XMPP servers. This

results in a federated open system where all nodes can interoperate with one another.

This is further supported by the application layer addressing defined by the protocol.

More specifically, all nodes can be uniquely identified via JID among all servers in

a XMPP network.

Contrary to many application layer protocols, XMPP does not natively support

the QoS and does not provide any mechanisms that grant reliable communication

between different nodes. However, XMPP is designed to be easily extendable thus

allowing application specific requirements to be easily designed and implemented

within the protocol. This open design allows the overcoming of other protocol design

constraints such as the absence of support for D2D. In fact, protocol extensions such

as Jingle allow nodes to interact in a P2P fashion.

2.2.5 DDS

Data Distribution Service (DDS) is a D2D communication protocol designed by Ob-

ject Management Group (OMG) that provides high-performance, real-time, and in-

teroperable communications for highly dynamic and scaling networks environments

[87, 88]. To achieve these characteristics DDS provide nodes that adopt a fully

distributed publish-subscribe paradigm that enable the dissemination of data, com-

mands and events.

Moreover, this protocol is not limited to the definition of communicative paradigm

but provides applications of a sophisticated middleware that hides the complexity

of distributed networks. In fact, DDS manages the discovery of other nodes, imple-

ments ad-hoc communication mechanisms which allows node to route and formward

messages to other nodes, and presents a multitude of configurable parameters that al-

lows the definition of QoS tailored to each applications specific requirements. More-

over, DDS vendors also exploit its extendable architecture to also provide plug-ins

that further specialize this middleware to each specific application and network en-

vironment. For example, RTI has developed several plug-ins to improve the protocol

effectiveness in a highly disrupted network environment.

DDS is widely adopted in a variety of modern applications such as aerospace
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Figure 2.3: Schematic Representation of IoT multi-layer architecture based on
heterogeneous communicative technologies

and defense, air-traffic control, autonomous vehicles, healthcare, smart grid man-

agement, transportation systems, and others which rely on highly reliable and time

critical communications [89, 90].

2.3 IoT Multi-layer Management Infrastructure

Enabling the connectivity of constrained devices to one another and services, which is

achieved by the stack of communication technologies and protocols, does not solely

enable the effective definition and development of IoT applications. In fact, let’s

consider for example a smart metering service for a wide urban area. From a top-

bottom view, the service represents a sort of centralized state; it can be composed

by a distributed cooperation of service components, an element which is accessible

by citizens and provides. In the underlying layer, the service is connected on a

multitude of IoT sensors, potentially more per each served citizen, that constantly

gather physical data and send it to the service via their preferred and supported

stack of communication technology and protocol.

However, with this extremely basic architecture, the service must adapt to each

possible different composition of communicative solution that each sensor adopts.

More specifically, since devices might differentiate on various aspects such as device
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type, type of data transmitted, message format, communication technology, com-

munication protocol, and so on, the service will be able to support each possible

combination of these characteristics. As a result, in a large environment this ap-

proach is not suitable since it requires a virtually limitless amount of resources on

the service side. Moreover, in case the service is deployed in a geographical distant

location, also the network result is negatively affected. In fact, all devices dissem-

inated in the whole covered area must always send the information directly to the

service which congest the network link and obstruct other distributed applications.

In order to tame these negative effects related to the adoption of IoT devices,

nowadays network environments adopt a multi-layer architecture that optimize the

usage of network resources and simplify the development IoT based services and

applications. In particular, IoT is enabled by a 3 layer architecture formed by the

edge computing layer, which represent the closest layer to the IoT devices, the fog

computing layer, which orchestrate and mediate the interaction between the edge

layer and the services, and finally the cloud computing layer, where typically IoT

based services are deployed since it offer a virtually limitless amount of resources

for computation and caching of the data acquired by the IoT devices [91, 92, 93].

2.3.1 Edge Computing Layer

Edge Computing is a distributed system paradigm which defines architecture in

which the computational resources for data management, storing and analysis, are

deployed close to the data sources and potentially also consumers. Even if this

paradigm was initially introduced for the Web, IoT, which can be already considered

an example of Edge Computing, takes advantage of this architecture in order to

mitigate the data deluge, device heterogeneity and reduce the overall overhead to

transmit sensed data [94, 95, 96, 97].

More specifically, within the edge network the swarms of IoT devices are typ-

ically connected and share data to computational resources that act as a gateway

between them and the internet. Due to their strategic position, gateways provide a

first level of approach in terms of mitigation of communication heterogeneity. For

example, if a gateway provides an interface between a public network and a set of

IoT devices within a LAN, in order to support all resources it must implement all

the communication technologies and protocols adopted within the LAN. Alongside

the support for IoT, gateways also offer a support for the applications and services

by also supporting communicative stack commonly used by non-constrained devices

such as HTTP over WiFi. In this way, applications and services that want to ac-

quire information from the devices can simply rely on the gateway without directly

adapting to each possible device of inteRESTavailable in the network. Moreover,
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gateways can also provide more high level functionality that further simplify IoT

applications or services. In particular, they can implement information caching and

forwarding which result in effective mechanisms for devices that present down-time

cycles, or basic authorization and authentication mechanisms to provide a first level

of security for both devices and applications.

However, since gateways represent an edge computing approach, they cannot

solely support all the IoT services. More specifically, gateways tend to be imple-

mented in expendable devices such as Raspberry Pi which cannot offer the com-

putational resources to implement effective data analysis or the storage of large

quantities of data. These requirements are instead met in the other layers of the

IoT architecture: Fog and Cloud.

2.3.2 Fog Computing Layer

Fog Computing represents a sort of evolution of the Edge Computing approach

and sometimes they are considered as synonyms. However, Fog Computing can

be described as a more sophisticated application of Edge Computing in which edge

computational resources are orchestrated and federated to form a management layer

between the edge devices and the Cloud [34, 98]. In this way, Fog approaches can

rely on the distributed network of computational resources and optimally dispatch

computational tasks in order to effectively implement services.

In fact, Fog Computing effectively supports two core aspects of IoT: the acquisi-

tion and dispatching of data to edge devices, and the infrastructure which can host

even computational demanding services and applications [99]. More specifically, Fog,

which represents an extension and improvement of the Edge Computing paradigm, is

able to support constrained edge devices by enabling the deployment of management

components, such as gateways, in close proximity of these devices. Moreover, Fog

federated approach can scale more effectively in large and dynamic environments

since via federated approaches it is possible to easily extend and adapt a manage-

ment component to the environment [100, 101]. In similar fashion Fog Computing

also offers support to terms to IoT services and applications. In fact, the charac-

terizing scaling that Fog Computing can achieve by federating new computational

resources allows services to implement highly computational demanding tasks even

in close proximity to the edge environment.

While Fog presents advantageous characteristics even in comparison with Cloud

Computing, such as the possibility to deploy tasks geographically close to devices and

consumers, this latter paradigm is still crucial for IoT. In fact, the fully distributed

Fog approach requires extremely sophisticated mechanisms to efficiently coordinate

and manage all the resources available. Moreover, Cloud Computing presents several
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benefits in terms of cost, reliability, and availability.

2.3.3 Cloud Computing Layer

Cloud Computing is an on-demand computing paradigm in which computing system

resources, infrastructure or even applications available in remote data centers are

provided to consumers via the Internet. This approach presents several interesting

characteristics which make it one of the most prevalent paradigms of the past few

decades. More specifically, the concept behind Cloud Computing is to enable the

sharing of resources to enable economies of scale and a more efficient usage of network

resources in Information Technology (IT) applications. In fact, Cloud Computing

allows to define ”pay-as-you-go” service model for both applications and hardware

infrastructure. For example, a user can ”rent” hardware computational resources to

support its application as well as use applications running on remote data centers

and using its local devices as an interface.

In this way, Cloud Computing offers a scaling business model which is able to con-

stantly meet the applications’ and users’ requirements. Moreover, since it exploits

large data centers designed to offer a virtually unlimited amount of computational

resources to clients, Cloud Computing is able to also support highly computational

demanding services which receive, analyze and store large amounts of data. This

characteristic is crucial for IoT. In fact, thanks to the unlimited computational ca-

pability and the scaling service model enable by the Cloud, Cloud-based IoT man-

agement service can effectively manage and adapt to the increasing number of IoT

devices that populate nowadays networks [39, 102, 103, 104].

Furthermore, IoT management service vendors are also exploiting the cloud to

offer ready-to-use solutions for IoT applications via the Internet. In particular, ven-

dors, such as Amazon, Microsoft, SIEMENS and son on, support the development of

new IoT applications by providing comprehensive IoT services, named IoT platform,

capable to analyze, store, and display data, manage multitude of different devices,

support the cooperation between different stakeholders, directly as a Cloud services.

In this way, IoT applications only require to deploy and register their own devices

and implement, possibly directly on the Cloud, their application specific features

without considering any of the constraints and challenges that IoT devices might

present.

Finally, one of most relevant characteristics of Cloud-based approaches is the

availability offered by this type of solutions. In fact, Cloud computing providers

typically exploit the large amount of computational resources of their data center

to also implement sophisticated information and application replication mechanisms

to rapidly recover in case of crashes or hardware malfunctions. For example, data
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and applications status are cached and replicated in different locations so, in case

that the application hosting server fails, it can be rapidly re-instantiated in another

node and all application functionalities recovered.
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IoT Applications and Disrupted

Network Environments

3.1 Smart Cities Architecture

While IoT requires a sophisticated and highly heterogeneous composition of com-

municative and infrastructural solutions, it also enables the definition of a new era

of time-critical, context-, and location-aware applications. One of the environments

in which this type of applications has thrived are Smart Cities [105, 106, 107, 108].

Smart Cities, exploited IoT to respond to the pressure that the migration of popu-

lations around the world to city-spheres has exerted on city administrations to come

up with new solutions to respond to the needs of the people.

In fact, IoT allows urban services to access in real time to a multitude of diverse

device, including webcams, weather sensors and stations, different kinds of sen-

sors (pollution, noise, light, traffic, etc.), vehicles and other transportation-related

things, and so on, and exploit them to implement featured tailored to each possible

context or even scenarios. As introduced in the previous section the connection

between urban services and IoT devices is enabled by several different technology

and architectural approaches.

In particular, in order to learn about IoT devices, services typically rely on Cloud-

based services that offer access and other information about IoT devices within their

domain, enabling clients to search for such devices and retrieve their address and

other data. Such information is encoded in both machine-, and human-readable

format, e.g., JSON, and often includes some form of device identification string,

the MIME type of the generated content, the device location, a URL to access

the data, and other fields. In this way, both humans via their preferred interface

and applications can locate their devices of interest. Moreover, these Cloud-based

approaches do not offer direct access to the managed devices, but provide an interface
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to query and retrieve the data generated by them.

For example, let’s consider an application for police authorities that makes use of

traffic camera feeds and image recognition software in order to track down a criminal

during a chase. The application requires access (IP addresses, protocols used, and

so forth) and other information (e.g., cameras’ locations) to be able to connect to

cameras located in positions from which they can record the target’s movements.

Without other solutions, the application must have prior knowledge of all cameras’

locations and access information, an approach that is not really suited for highly

dynamic environments such as Smart Cities, where sensors can move, sleep, or fail

for a number of possible reasons. In fact, this approach would require that either all

these events are notified to all applications or applications are designed to handle

failures nicely and fallback to other data sources (for instance, if the desired camera

is offline, there might still be a lower resolution camera that can record the same area,

or other cameras nearby that might still provide useful streams for the purpose of

the application). Furthermore, the Smart City infrastructure is typically composed

of many different domains where resources are managed and maintained by different

organizations, each with potentially different security and access policies.

Hence, Smart Cities services rely on a sophisticated Cloud-based approach that

creates a separation between constrained devices and IoT-based applications which

hides the complexity and challenges related to the IoT devices and simplifies develop-

ment and applications. Examples of these services are: Windy (www.windy.com),

OpenWeather (www.openweathermap.org), City Bikes (www.citybik.es), Thingful

(www.thingful.net), Digitraffic from the Finnish Transport Agency (www.digitraffic.fi),

the New York State’s 511 Traveler Information System (511NY) (www.511ny.org),

LookCAM (www.lookcam.com), and Airly (www.airly.eu).

3.2 IoT-based Services in Disaster Recovery En-

vironments

Even if the primary role of Smart City IoT capabilities is to provide valuable services

to its citizens, they also present valuable assets for Humanitarian Assistance and

Disaster Relief (HADR) operations. HADR operations take place after a disaster

has severely damaged parts of the environment and/or put human lives at risk,

which requires local authorities to immediately enact safety protocols to assist the

victims and prevent aggravating the current situation.

In these scenarios the emergency responders require constant real-time updates

of their surroundings, and, more in general, acquire situational awareness of all the

areas affected by disaster. In fact, Major natural disasters occur unpredictably and
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these resources, rescuers can deploy and rely on information-centric emergency IT

services that, based on live feeds and analytics obtained from the smart city sensing

network, can provide context-specific information and situational awareness. For in-

stance, first responders will be able to leverage IoT-empowered supply chain services

to find the closest source of food, clean water, medicines, clothes, or any other basic

necessity. Likewise, emergency responders could take advantage of the information

generated by medical wearables to locate people that require immediate help. We

also imagine that responder squads will carry IoT devices with them to the emer-

gency site, such as drones equipped with cameras and sensors of diverse nature, to

help monitor the situation and build a more accurate picture of the event.

However, similarly the smart city physical environment, also the smart city net-

work will almost surely be affected by the natural disaster which can limit and in

extreme case prevent emergency services from accessing IoT devices.

3.3 HADR Network Characteristics

The characteristics of the urban network after a large-scale disaster occurs, which

is schematically represented in Fig 3.1, can be summarized in two macro aspects:

physical fragmentation and administrative fragmentation. This dual nature of the

network fragmentation in disaster recovery scenarios reduces the capability of IoT

to support the disaster recovery operations and requires tailored solutions to enable

the effective organization of the rescue mission and the acquisition of situational

awareness.

The network’s physical fragmentation comprehends all the communication ob-

structions caused by the direct damages done by the disaster on the urban network

infrastructure. In fact, network infrastructure hardware can be easily affected by

physical events. For example, floods, earthquakes, fires, as well as human-made dis-

asters, can destroy 4G antennas, network routers or optical fibers which represent

the backbones of urban network communication. Moreover, also the power supply

chain can be damaged by the disaster resulting in the unavailability of unaffected

core networks nodes which are necessary for the interaction between edge devices

and services. Another aspect that further afflicts network connectivity is the sit-

uation of network congestion caused by the network conditions. More specifically,

when a part of the communication links fails, the remaining links will be often

consequently overloaded by the messages that have been re-routed to reach their

destination. In fact, internet protocols mechanisms such as Optimized Link State

Routing Protocol (OLSR) [112], allow routers to dynamically redefine traffic paths

in case of link unavailability. Furthermore, in the hours immediately following a

disaster, the network might register traffic spikes, which are caused by survivors
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and their families that try to communicate with each other, thus further absorbing

the limited network resources.

The network’s administrative fragmentation is a consequence of the multi-partnered

nature of HADR operations. In fact, IoT operations cannot be carried out by a sole

civilian authority (e.g. firefighters) since large scale disasters can affect the urban

population on diverse aspects. More specifically, civilians might require assistance

from firefighters squads if trapped in under fallen buildings or blocked by fires.

However, once free from the dangerous situations, civilians cannot solely rely on

firefighters but will also require assistance from medical teams. Furthermore, in

case of large-scale disaster, the civilian authorities might not be sufficient to suc-

cessfully carry out IoT operation. In particular, when disasters overwhelm local

authorities, specific branches of federal agencies such as the Coast and National

Guard can participate in the relief operations and assist civilian forces by bringing

assets and expertise generally only available to armed forces. Military units are well

prepared to work in challenging environments and can provideCommand and Con-

trol (C2) and Logistics assets adequate to support activities in damaged territories.

This type of scenario is also referred to as Civilian-Military Cooperation (CIMIC).

However, the presence of diverse authorities within the same network environ-

ment can lead to the definition of a logical private network, defined by each authority

involved in the mission, that presents administrative boundaries that limit informa-

tion sharing between devices. More specifically, these private networks, in which

rescuers nodes are connected, might not share information with external nodes due

to administrative constraints defined by owners in order to protect from users with

malicious intents. Typically, these constraints are implemented by defining a private

overlay network that exposes a gateway node which regulates the traffic between the

protected and the public network. In CIMIC operations, this situation is further

emphasized by the restrictive access policies that military partners specify to grant

access to their sub-networks.

These two types of fragmentation negatively affect the whole IoT infrastructure.

As previously described, IoT in urban environments often rely on connectivity to the

Cloud in order to both collect data published by sensors and to enable applications

to send control to the physical environment via actuators. However, IoT network

environments cannot reliably enable Cloud-based solutions since this type of ap-

proaches rely on reliable WAN to transfer information from the edge to the cloud

and vice versa. In these conditions, IoT services and applications that run within the

edge network would offer a more robust solution. More specifically, IoT resources

might remain available to clients within the same sub-network and thus allowing

emergency responders to acquire situational awareness during their missions.

Another important aspect that must be considered to further improve the effec-
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tiveness of emergency IT services is the deployment of application specific resources

during IoT operations by rescuers. In particular, Even if the environment can pro-

vide resources that can support emergency IT services, rescuers might deploy pro-

prietary assets that better respond to their mission-specific requirements and can

further improve the capability to acquire situational awareness. For example, Army

teams can dispose Unmanned Vehicle (UV), both terrestrial and aerial, equipped

with cameras that can autonomously monitor the specified areas. However, also

in this case, administrative constraints and the lack of support from centralized

common solutions can limit the effective exploitation of these resources. In fact,

operators affiliated to diverse teams cannot have prior knowledge of these devices

and administrative constraints can obstruct their capability to locate and connect to

them, limiting deployed resources to only support a subset of rescuers. Moreover, in

case diverse emergency teams are able to share resources, the process of connecting

and acquiring information from IoT devices can lead to further undesirable scenar-

ios. For example, since the connectivity between different overlay networks might be

achieved with improvised links, such as UAVs configured as wireless relay nodes be-

tween different sub-networks, unsupervised information sharing can overload these

links and cause network congestion.

IoT scenarios call for specific solutions that can effectively enable IoT in chal-

lenging network characteristics. In fact, in order to support emergency IT services,

rescuers will likely have to put in place dedicated solutions to discover existing still

standing IoT and IT assets in the smart city and integrate with them and deploy,

e.g., UAV bridges and/or peer-to-peer smartphone connections to support commu-

nications [113, 114, 115, 116]. Bandwidth will be limited and therefore, of premium

value, and communications will have to rely on disruption-tolerant paradigms and

building blocks. Finally, to exploit all resources of the smart city IT infrastructures

that are still available and augment them with newly deployed ones. In addition,

the processing of information will likely be performed locally, often relying on edge

computing infrastructure solutions either purposely deployed or already in place -

such as Mobile Edge Computing (MEC) [117, 118, 119].

3.4 IoT in Tactical Environments

Recently, the effectiveness of IoT in urban environments has led to a growth of in-

terest in the application of this technology also for military environments [120]. In

particular, IoBT has the potential to revolutionize tactical environments by enabling

a pervasive interconnection of devices capable to share physical measure, share com-

putational resources and supporting the definition of advanced application for data

analysis. This will lead to a new generation of tactical network in which IoBT can
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Figure 3.2: schematic representation of a tactical network

provide tactical information superiority and improve war resources management and

combat efficiency [121]. For example, soldiers can monitor the battlefield area via

their handheld devices which can retrieve information from remote vehicles and

aircraft via the internet stack.

However, contrary to urban environments, tactical environments cannot enable

IoBT by adopting sophisticated distributed or centralized architecture that highly

rely on network capabilities. In fact, connectivity provided by cellular networks

or optical fibers may not be available in these environments due to the lack of

network infrastructure. Moreover, these environments can also be affected by ad-

versary attacks such as jamming of radio channels, or direct damages to the physical

infrastructure further reducing the connectivity between devices.

For these reasons, IoBT typically adopt specific communicative stacks to share

information with troops. For example, they present a much more independent ar-

chitecture that allows users to directly connect, via their handheld devices, to the

sensors and actuators. Moreover, in order to improve data availability the transmis-

sion of information often involves broadcasting strategy in order to allow different

nodes to cache the message and respond in case the data producer is unavailable.

3.5 Tactical Networks Characteristics

Similar to IoT scenarios, tactical environments present challenging network charac-

teristics that limit communication and information sharing and thus obstruct the

effective exploitation of IoT devices [122]. In particular, tactical networks are chal-

lenging communication environments, typically, as also depicted in Fig.3.2, charac-

terized by the lack of a solid network infrastructure, frequent link disruption, limited

and variable bandwidth, vast heterogeneity of hardware and software, and high node

mobility.
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Another important aspect of modern tactical networks is that they do not have

a single administration entity; instead, a number of different domains, e.g., organi-

zations, armed forces, or teams, share resources and cooperate for the success of the

mission and each one has control over a portion of the battlefield. Nodes located

at the tactical edge include users support devices, such as handhelds, portable PCs,

and radios, deployed sensors and sensor gateways, and message-relaying nodes. The

use of UVs and UAVs to store and disseminate information across otherwise discon-

nected portions of the network concretizes situations where the connection’s uptime

must be exploited to recover and share the information produced during channel

downtimes.

Finally, sophisticated sets of software components running at the Tactical Op-

erations Center (TOC) or Combat Operations Center (COC) are orchestrated and

organized in order to form Information Management System (IMS). Example of IMS

include the U.S. Marine Corps Command and Control Personal Computer (C2PC),

the joint Tactical Common Operational Picture Workstation (JTCW), the Air Force

Research Labs (AFRL) Phoenix Prime, and theTactical Service Oriented Architec-

ture (TSOA) [123]. IMS store, process, and consolidate data gathered from sensors

and units at the tactical edge or generated within the TOC/COC network to pro-

duce valuable information, distribute the information throughout the network to

consumer applications and other IMS, and provide crucial functionalities in sup-

port of the mission, increasing situational awareness and improving operational and

tactical decision making.

From a network-centric point of view, tactical networks are typically composed of

sensors, handhelds and other portable devices, and (un-)manned vehicles exchang-

ing data via WiFi, Bluetooth, LoRa, 4G, and other radio technologies. Such nodes

are often configured to operate without any network infrastructure, i.e., in “ad hoc”

mode. At a higher hierarchical level, typically connected to the edge networks via

some long range, high latency communication technology like Satellite Communica-

tion (SATCOM) or Ultra High Frequency (UHF) radios, the TOC network houses

powerful servers running mission management tools [124, 125] and IMS, often con-

nected in high-bandwidth, low-latency Ethernet LANs.

Both levels suffer from different problems related to information sharing. For

instance, one of the main challenges at the edge networks is the realization of an ef-

fective data dissemination strategy that can maximize information availability across

the network, in order to tackle link disruptions and network partition problems, while

making an effective use of the available resources and communication opportunities

[126, 127].

In these scenarios, IoT infrastructure can rely on both distributed approaches,

by exploiting computational resources mounted on vehicles, UVs, or directly ex-
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ploiting military handheld devices as constrained devices gateways; or centralized

approaches. For centralized approaches instead TOCs can provide a secure central-

ization point in which to store and forward IoT data. However, both of these ap-

proaches present a non-negligible impact on resources consumption, especially band-

width, computation, and battery, thus affecting access to IoT resources. Therefore,

finding efficient solutions that can offer the right trade-off between IoT accessibility

and network resource utilization is critical. Moreover, modern warfare IoT appli-

cations also require specific resources and information sharing techniques that can

guarantee privacy and integrity of data exchanged in multi-domain environments,

where different entities need to securely share information with a subset of recipients

and resist to possible adversary attacks over the shared network infrastructure. In

particular, while increased resources availability at the TOC/COC networks places

less concerns on the efficiency of the information sharing process when compared to

the tactical edge, the security solution chosen needs to match domain-specific poli-

cies to support the coexistence and cooperation of different mission management

tools and IMS.
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Enabling IoT in Disrupted

Networks: Challenges and

Requirements

Both smart cities and tactical networks are an extremely heterogeneous and dy-

namic type of environment and require specific solutions to enable the pervasive

presence of IoT resources which provide location-, context-aware services that can

support involved authorities during their mission. In particular, to enable IoT it is

possible to identify general crucial requirements and their characteristics that allow

the definition of an IoT management solutions for disrupted network environments.

4.1 Assets Discovery

Assets discovery represents the first step to introduce available IoT devices in the

network [128, 129]. More specifically, since a disrupted network identifies scenarios in

which the IoT infrastructure is fragmented, or compromised, the resources might be

available within the edge network but operators are devoid of mediator services that

commonly enable access to IoT devices. Due to these conditions, operators cannot

rely on well-known services and they might solely rely on resources within their

close proximity, which their access information is already known by their emergency

applications, and that can be directly connected to. For example, in a HADR

environment a Red Cross team that is still located within its hospital perimeter can

solely connect to the resources within their facility’s network and that information,

such as the IP address, are well-known and can be manually input by the rescuers.

Moreover, even in case the network fragmentation does not impede the connec-

tivity to resources to other remote areas, the solely availability of links between

different sub-network is not sufficient to fully respond rescuers’ needs. In fact, espe-
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cially for remote resources the support of centralized services is indispensable. More

specifically, while rescuers might possess the access information of all the resources

within their facilities’ network, for resources deployed in smart cities’ public network

they must rely on centralized registers or other types of discovery services in order

to acquire awareness of the IoT resources disposed by the environment.

Mechanisms that enable emergency applications or services to autonomously

locate assets represent a crucial solutions to restore access to IoT devices. In par-

ticular, proactive discovery of IoT devices comprehend the process of locating and

registration of resources available in the environment without the need of any man-

ual procedure from operators. Such type of discovery can be achieved by deploying

emergency computational nodes in strategic area of the city network and exploiting

them as discovery services for applications in their proximity [130, 131]. In this way,

even if centralized resources registers are unreachable due to the network conditions,

deploying specific solutions capable to autonomously locate available resources and

respond to applications discovery queries allow to restore assets accessibility within

each network fragments. Moreover, these discovery solutions can also be deployed

in core nodes that commonly support disrupted network communications, such as

gateways between public and private domains, since they are located close to both

applications and sensors disseminated in the network. Once deployed, proactive

discovery services can adopt both active broadcasting strategy or passive network

auditing mechanisms to locate available devices and locally register the devices’

access information. For example, the Constrained Application Protocol (CoAP),

exposes a specific URI that, when queried, triggers standardized responses contain-

ing information on each resource registered in the interrogated CoAP servers.

However, enabling applications to connect directly to IoT resources cannot solely

enable the effective use of these resources. In fact, without any other information

related to the resources available, applications will be solely provided of information

related to how to access available devices but with no information related to their

capability or characteristics. Specifically, IoT resources can be summarized and de-

scribed by the information related to their specific use as well as the communicative

stacks adopted to connect to the internet. Information such as the type of a resource

(e.g. sensor or actuator), in case of sensor which physical measure is observed by the

device, the communication protocols adopted and even the communication technolo-

gies supported, can be used to recognize assets’ taxonomies in the network, which

help applications to effectively locate resources of interest by using more sophisti-

cated or specific search strategies. In this way, if an emergency service does not

support a specific communicative technology, due to lack of the required hardware

components, it does not require trial-and-error procedure to filter out incompatible

devices and solely rely on devices with the required characteristics.
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Moreover, with the goal of also integrating resources deployed on-the-fly by di-

verse organizations, asset discovery should be achieved via an easily configurable and

extendable infrastructure capable of adapting to different domain- and application-

specific resources [38]. In fact, resources from military organizations, which can

be encountered during both HADR and tactical operations, often adopt ad-hoc de-

signed communicative stacks which might differ from the stacks commonly adopted

for civilian devices. In such cases, discovery should be able to be rapidly reconfigured

and extended to effectively locate all available IoT devices.

4.2 Context-Aware Filtering to Tame Data Del-

uge

While the recognition of assets’ topologies allows emergency applications to locate

resources of interest, this type of filtering can still be improved by context informa-

tion. Resources’ and users’ context information such as their geographical position

within the operation environment can be extremely valuable to both IoT services as

well as clients of such services.

To better identify this requirement let’s consider a fictional HADR scenario where

a group of firefighters is moving toward an area afflicted by a fire. As described in

the previous chapter, natural disasters can interrupt roads and deviate the path

of the rescuers which delays the assistance of civilians. To avoid these situations,

urban sensing devices allow rescuers to periodically monitor their surroundings in

order to avoid roads obstructed or congested by the city traffic. For example, traffic

cameras allow firefighters to immediately visualize the road conditions giving the

opportunity to avoid obstructed roads. However, without any information related

to resources’ position, the involved operators cannot easily recognize which cameras

can effectively respond to their needs. In fact, by providing the firefighters the sole

list of traffic cameras the acquisition of visual data of the roads that they will go

through to reach the critical area cannot be immediately achieved. Therefore, they

must manually research the cameras that they need.

Instead, by enhancing the assets discovery process and retrieving assets’ context

information it is possible to enable context-based filtering of the resources. In par-

ticular, applications can specify the context of the resources in order to retrieve the

sole access information of devices that meet the specific applications’ requirement.

In the previous example, firefighters supported by this enhanced discovery would be

able to specify, via their handheld device, a geographical area of the city in which

the cameras result are relevant and thus will not require to locally filter the dis-

covery results obtained. Moreover, this type of filtering can also be based on the
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relative location of a user in respect to an electronic device used for accessing digital

information resulting in a further automatized process.

Context-based filtering can also provide an effective tool to simplify the imple-

mentation of emergency context-based services. More specifically, IoT enables the

realization of context-, and location-based services that can provide critical support

for both HADR and tactical operation. However, the realization of this type of

services requires the definition of specific strategies and mechanisms to effectively

exploit IoT devices to tailor their own clients contexts. Instead, by adopting and

underlying discovery solutions enhanced by also context-based filtering, services can

define without any previous support context-based features.

4.3 Network Domain Federation

As previously discussed, proactive discovery must be achieved by exploiting core

network nodes of the network in order to respond to all applications scattered among

the various network fragments. In fact, nodes such as gateways between different

network domains, both physical or administrative, allow to implement a pervasive

discovery solutions that restore access to IoT devices within each sub-network and

domain.

However, without any federation mechanisms between these nodes, applications

deployed within a network fragment cannot effectively exploit IoT devices avail-

able within the perimeters of other gateways. In particular, proactive discovery is

designed to support scenarios in which the knowledge of the resources available is

limited. Therefore, they typically exploit broadcasting strategies, or passive audit-

ing of the network traffic, to locate IoT devices. However, these strategies can-

not effectively support multi-domain network environments. In fact, multicast and

broadcasting strategies are typically supported only within the perimeter of LAN.

Moreover, even if broadcast queries are effectively forwarded between different sub-

networks, administrative constraints and firewalls can still limit the effectiveness of

proactive discovery strategies.

During HADR and tactical operations, which typically involve diverse authorities

within the same network environments, federation mechanisms are crucial to enable

cooperative missions. In fact, in both cases, authorities typically deploy proprietary

IoT devices to enhance the awareness of the areas of interest. For example, during

HADR operations, the Army teams can deploy UVs and Unmanned Aerial Vehicle

(UAV)s equipped with cameras in order to safe monitor crumbling building and

better prepare the activities pursued by human personnel.

These on-the-fly deployed resources cannot be accessed by operators affiliated

with external partners without specific resource sharing mechanisms. In fact, pro-
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prietary resources might not be directly accessible from external nodes due to admin-

istrative constraints defined by owners in order to protect IoT devices from malicious

users. Typically, since the resources might not be able to support complex security

mechanisms, these constraints are implemented by defining a private overlay network

that exposes a gateway node which regulates the traffic between the protected and

the public network. In CIMIC operations, this situation is further emphasized by

the restrictive access policies that military partners specify to grant access to their

resources. As a result, each team must invest time and resources to deploy their own

sensing devices even if already provided by other partners and available within their

overlay network. Moreover, due to the diffusion of the IoT, certain environments

already offer swarms of resources local organizations have installed within their pri-

vate network. However, these devices will remain inaccessible since, without specific

solutions, they will remain inaccessible from external proactive discovery solutions

[132, 133].

Hence, proactive discovery must be achieved via a distributed approach which

also supports federating mechanisms that allow, when there are links available, appli-

cations to discover and connect to resources deployed within other network domains

and extend their awareness beyond their local sub-network. In this way, applications

can acquire all information required to properly respond to users deployed in the

operation in the field. Furthermore, federation mechanisms become further relevant

during CIMIC operations by enabling different teams to share their resources once

they reach the critical area [134].

Moreover federation mechanisms can also benefit from context-based filtering.

In fact, in case diverse teams are able to share resources, the process of connecting

and acquire information from IoT devices can lead to further undesirable scenarios.

More specifically, since the connectivity between different overlay networks might

be achieved with improvised links, such as UAVs configured as wireless relay nodes

between different sub-networks, unsupervised information sharing can overload these

links and cause network congestion. Moreover, the congestion of such links does not

affect only the communications between different authorities but can also affect

communications between devices from the same organization.

However, in this case the adoption of network monitoring solutions capable of

periodically supervising the inter-domain traffic it is possible to allow federation

mechanisms to also avoid situations of network congestion. For example, by pro-

viding users of sufficient information to avoid to connect to resources that, due

to the current network conditions, might result unreachable, that can cause net-

work congestion, or that the link capacity does not support the application’s QoS

requirements (i.e. lower limit to video quality to support image recognition soft-

ware). Moreover, similar to the resources context information, link’s characteristics
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Figure 4.1: Multi-domain scenario involving multiple military authorities

and conditions can be exploited as an additional characterization for context-based

filtering of the resources of interest.

4.4 Secure Multi-Group Communication

Since federation mechanisms allow nodes from different organizations to share infor-

mation it is also crucial to consider specific solutions for secure information sharing.

In particular, different civilian and military authorities could, for instance, want to

share resources if involved in the same mission but present different security poli-

cies, which, if not respected, lead to a situation in which nodes illegitimately access

sensitive information.

Fig. 4.1 illustrates an example of a multi-domain HADR scenario where different

military authorities, involved in the same mission, have created a federation network

to share information. Assuming that each domain has its own edge network, mainly

composed of mobile nodes interacting with each other, and a gateway which enables

inter-domain communication. The connection between gateways is realized through

improvised and unreliable links.

In the example, an operator that belongs to domain D is patrolling an area of

interest to scout victims. During the operation, the unit publishes some information,
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such as its current position and high quality photographs of the patrolled zone.

The local gateway stores that data, enabling mission management tools and other

applications in that domain to be informed about the progress of the operation

and coordinate the following activities. Furthermore, in order to share data with

also other authorities and increase the global situational awareness of each involved

operator, the gateway share to other federate the information received from the

patrol-

However, without any security layer, data is accessible to also unauthorized con-

sumers. Moreover, there is the necessity to also authenticate the patrol in order to

avoid cache poisoning from malicious nodes. This problem is further aggravated in

disrupted network environments where the physical links among the IMS bridges

are typically provided by ad-hoc wireless channels that can be easily exposed and

are often shared by multiple actors. In these situations, especially in tactical envi-

ronment where the threat of malicious nodes is increased [135], it is crucial to define

tools to

There are different security approaches that can enable secure sharing of infor-

mation in multi-domain environments. A first approach is the use of point-to-point

secure communication protocols, such as Transport Layer Security (TLS). Introduc-

ing solutions based on TLS in our scenario would secure the connections between

the different communication nodes, but it would not suit well disrupted network,

which inherently pose threats to the scalability and the reliability of the system

[136, 137, 138], and it would not be a good match for securing information shar-

ing in multi-domains environments, where two different communication end-points

could not be able to communicate directly, and thus leading us to find approaches

based on securing information objects instead of connections.

A different security approach for a multi-domain environment could be the use of

secure group communication solutions. In fact, some secure group communication

approaches [139, 140, 141], permit to generate ciphertexts that are accessible to

all other participants of the group at the same time. Using these techniques, a

federate that wants to share some information does not need to negotiate a secure

connection to each eligible receiver, but the same information would be encrypted

only once, using a shared group key, and then sent to all group members. This

design enables to save bandwidth by taking advantage of multicast and broadcast

communications, which are usually supported by many network technologies used in

HADR scenarios and tactical networks. These solutions typically require a trusted

service to provide user, group, and key management functionalities to set up secure

group communications.

However, while secure group communication solutions enable bandwidth-efficient

sharing of information at the edge, they fail to satisfy all the requirements of a multi-
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For additional clarity, Fig.4.2 illustrates an example of the application of ABE

in a multi-domain tactical scenario. This scenario involves two nations: the United

States, identified by the attribute “U”, and Canada, identified by the attribute “C”.

Each country makes use of infantry and air force forces, which are represented by

the attributes “I” and “A”, respectively. As a consequence, all US infantrymen are

identified by the attributes “U” and “I”, while all Canadian soldiers are identified

by the attributes “C” and “I”. For instance, if the US wants to share information

with its infantry, the ABE expression will be the conjunction of the attributes “U”

and “I”, UI, and the encrypted information will be available only to those nodes

that possess both those attributes.

Another example regards the communications between two different nations,

such as the US and Canada. In order to communicate securely, a new communication

group ”UC” needs to be defined. In fact, the attributes ”U” and ”C” cannot be used

to secure the communications between the two nations, because they belong to their

relative domains and need to remain secret. Secure information sharing between two

specific domains requires the definition of a new attribute, in this example ”UC”,

which needs to be shared among the subjects belonging to the two different domains.

This approach provides a security model that matches the nature of inter- and

intra-domain information sharing in TNs, as it enables senders to secure the in-

formation against access from any node that cannot satisfy the boolean expression

used for encryption. However, it is not possible to guarantee the transparency of this

solution, as users and/or applications are required to specify a boolean expression

to transmit data securely.

In order to realize this infrastructure, this solution also requires a trusted third

party that acts as a Group Key Management Service (GkMS). The GkMS is a cen-

tralized entity, as shown in Fig.4.3, responsible for providing authentication and

authorization (A&A) services to the federates that want to join the secure commu-

nications group and for the generation of attributes.

In addition, group key management can also be implemented via distributed

approach. Centralized GkMS architectures are typically very effective in terms of

consistency and manageability. However, centralized approaches have limited scal-

ability when the number of clients grows, a condition that is further exacerbated in

TNs by constrained network and computational resources. In addition, frequent link

failures and network partitioning phenomena would expose a single point of failure

to attackers that want to compromise the security infrastructure.

To tackle these problems,a distributed GkMS architecture can be defined. GkMS

instances connect to each other to form a network and keep group keys and nodes

A&A information synchronized across all GkMS instances. To manage synchroniza-

tion, all GkMS network members agree on the election of a single GkMS master
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Figure 4.3: Secure group communications in a multi-domain network with
centralized certificate authority server

that will make all decisions concerning keys management and nodes A&A. In case

one or more GkMS instances loses connection with its master, a new master will be

elected among the remaining GkMS instances. Autonomous master election is a key

feature to ensure that the security infrastructure can work in presence of extended

network partitioning phenomena.

When a communication channel between two previously separated networks be-

comes available, the security infrastructure must be realigned as soon as possible.

In fact, de-synchronization conflicts, expressed as the simultaneous presence in the

network of different keys for the same attributes, would make information sharing

impossible between nodes that originally belonged to different network partitions

even after merging. The synchronization process involves the re-election of a mas-

ter, chosen by the two conflicting masters, and the generation and distribution of a

new version of all attribute keys to all federates.

Federates that want to join the secure network can do so by connecting to one

of the GkMS nodes, which could be either a slave or the master and will provide

all group key management services to the federate. We refer to the group of nodes

connected to a certain GkMS as a “GkMS-Federates Cluster” or, more simply, a

“cluster”.

As an example, Fig.4.4 shows the application of distributed GkMS to a multi-
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Figure 4.4: Secure group communications in a multi-domain network with
distributed certificate authorities

domain tactical network running Federation Services and the security solution based

on CP-ABE presented in the previous Section, where keys of different colors rep-

resent different attribute keys. In the figure, two GkMS instances, a master and

a slave, are running in the network. During a stable scenario in which at least

one network route between the two GkMSs is available, the slave GkMS refers to

its master to maintain synchronization and determine the attribute keys to assign

to the federates in its cluster. This ensures that all federates in the network are

assigned the same attribute keys and can therefore securely share information. If

partitioning occurs in the network and the slave GkMS gets disconnected from its

master, it would detect the master’s absence and elect itself as the master of a new

GkMS network of which it is the only member. From that moment, and until the

two networks merge back again or the mission is over, the new master will decide

autonomously on attribute key management, nodes A&A, and deauthorization for

all federates in its cluster.
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Chapter 5

Enabling Access to IoT via a

Middleware-Based Approach: a

Proof-of-Concept Solution

Middleware represent the backbone of IoT based applications by managing network

and hardware complexity and providing application more comprehensive interface to

interact with remote devices. More specifically, middleware for IoT based application

comprehend multiple features, implemented in both services and users devices that

enables the interactions between IoT devices and applications. Therefore, as a proof-

of-concept, this thesis presents a middleware based solution named Multi-Domain

AsynchRonous Gateway Of Things (MARGOT).

5.1 MARGOT

MARGOT, that has the goal of simplifying the development of IoT applications.

MARGOT permits to discover IoT resources across separated domains and network

segments and supports context-aware applications by providing them with a query

interface that accepts parameters to refine the search criteria. IoT applications can

interact with MARGOT via a JSON RESTful API.

5.1.1 Architecture

The architecture of MARGOT is represented in Fig. 5.1, which shows the major

components, i.e., the Discovery Agents, the Information Processor, Federation Ser-

vices (or Information Management System Bridge, IMSBridge), and the REST API,

and the interactions between them. The MARGOT platform is designed in such a

way that each instance is responsible for the discovery of resources within one or

more domains, and each domain has one and only one MARGOT instance of refer-
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migrate through different IoT domains, which constantly mutate the set of assets

disposed by the environments.

Discovery Agents are also responsible for complying with any security require-

ment imposed by the domains. For instance, an IoT domain could require Discovery

Agents to be authenticated and authorized before they can access the domain re-

sources.

Information Processor

The Information Processor is the MARGOT module designed for the processing the

data received from the Discovery Agents, storing them in the local database, and

handling clients’ requests. While doing this, the Information Processor also collects

statistics that characterize the domain and user requests, including the variability of

the discovered IoT assets and frequently requested resources, and merges them with

the statistics received from federated MARGOT instances. Finally, the Information

Processor manages data exchange via Federation Services: it decides which IoT

resources to publish into the MARGOT federation, forwards user queries if necessary,

replies to queries received from remote MARGOTs, and shares updated domain

statistics.

The Information Processor is also responsible for tuning the behavior of proactive

Discovery Agents and perform other optimizations based on the acquired statistics.

For instance, in presence of highly variable local domains, MARGOT will typically

request registered Discovery Agents to increase the frequency of discovery, adjust its

caching policy by decreasing the expiration time for the resources in those domains,

and notify federated MARGOTs about the changes. This will affect the number of

user queries that will be forwarded to federated MARGOTs against the number of

requests that will be resolved using the data cached in the local database, which in

turn will have an impact on the system bandwidth utilization and the accuracy of

the information returned to clients.

The module is also responsible for MARGOT proactive querying, which guar-

antees that the information cached in its local database about certain IoT assets

is always up-to-date. MARGOT activates this mechanism if the number of user

requests for the same set of resources in a given period of time is above a ”trigger”

threshold and preserves it until that number falls below a ”maintenance” threshold.

Both thresholds are configurable and can be tuned by the local MARGOT admin-

istrator. When proactive querying for a certain set of resources has been activated,

whenever one of the Discovery Agents reports an update to at least one element of

the set, MARGOT automatically pushes the updated information to all federates.

By doing this, other MARGOT instances will be able reply to user requests that

involve any elements in the set directly, without having to send queries to other
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that supports and simplify information exchange in multi-domain scenarios. Topics

control the routing of data over the Federation network. Topics are named ab-

stractions (i.e., identified by unique strings) that can be thought of as independent

communication channels over the network; some topics are typically predefined via

configuration files, but federates can also create new ones dynamically at run-time.

New messages published within one topic are delivered to all federates subscribed

to that topic, which will receive the message directly from the publisher or from

another IMSBridge. Clients can join and leave these channels at any time.

Each IMSBridge instance can specify policies that determine what information it

is allowed to share with every other instance. This allows one domain’s administra-

tors to define rules locally that implement that domain’s security and data sharing

policies, without the need to coordinate with other domains’ administrators. Shar-

ing policies can be enforced using a security system based on ABE, which permits

to combine different security layers on a per-message basis and ensures that only

clients in possess of the right keys can access the messages. Federates can use ABE

to encrypt the payload and metadata of messages before publication, but the infor-

mation relative to the topic of publication will not be encrypted to guarantee correct

routing.

Within Federation ABE is implemented as a proxy fashion service, which is

used as a black-box for the encryption and the decryption of the messages. In the

implementation, each attribute has an associated unique identifier and a symmetric

encryption key, which is shared between the federates that have been authenticated

and authorized by the GkMS to possess the attribute.

In order to encrypt messages using ABE, senders use these attributes to specify

per-message information access policies. Such information access policy is described

as a boolean expression and assumes the form of a sum of products (SoP), where

minterms are products of attributes (variables in the expression). In order to decrypt

a message, a federates needs to have at least one product of the SoP. For example,

the following SoP expression denotes that the message can be decrypted only by

entities that possess both the attributes U and I or the attributes C and I.

(U ∧ I) ∨ (C ∧ I)

. When the sender has defined the SoP for the information, the message is encrypted

first using a random generated AES 256 bits encryption key, also called payload key.

Then, the payload key is encrypted as expressed in the SoP. More specifically, for

each conjunction contained in the SoP, the payload key is recursively encrypted

using the attributes-related encryption keys specified in the conjunction, and thus

creating a set of encrypted copies of the payload key. For instance, encrypting a
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message using the above specified SoP will generate two encrypted copies of the

payload key, one for each product.

Finally, these copies will be used to specify, along with the SoP encoded as

plain text, the header of the encrypted message. In order to decrypt the payload, a

receiver needs to solve the SoP specified in the header of the message to decrypt at

least one of the copies of the payload key.

Federation Services support other useful features for distributed multi-domain

environments. Distributed queries allow federates to send and run queries on all or

a subset of IMSBridge instances, in order to retrieve published messages that match

client-defined criteria. Distributed queries take advantage of metadata information

specified during publication to select relevant messages. Smart synchronization en-

ables two IMSBridge instances to exchange updated messages after a disconnection

period, e.g., caused by network-problems or other issues. Depending on the nature

of the messages, all or only the most recent updates will be exchanged.

MARGOT leverages Federation Services’ capabilities for all distributed actions,

including the discovery of new instances, proactive querying and IoT data replica-

tion on federated instances, remote query execution, and the exchange of control

information and usage and domain statistics. This enables users and clients to dis-

cover resources available across multiple IoT domains and allows the platform to

adapt its behavior, e.g., concerning caching and query forwarding, under certain

circumstances. Finally, MARGOT leverages Federation Services’ policy-based data

sharing and ABE security to control the access to IoT assets information.

Figure 5.3 depicts a distributed MARGOT deployment connected via Federation

Services. Each MARGOT in the Figure is connected to a single IMSBridge that en-

ables it to exchange data with other MARGOT instances through the Federation

network; dashed arrows represent connections between IMSBridge instances that

compose the Federation network. Users can connect to any MARGOT instance to

obtain access information about IoT assets discovered by any federated MARGOT,

in accordance with the data sharing and security policies implemented by the IMS-

Bridge instances involved. For example, on the right side of the Figure, a user with

permissions to access IoT asset information for three different domains (represented

by the blue, green, and yellow keys next to him) connects to its local MARGOT

instance (light red box in the Figure) to retrieve information about sensors in the

blue domain. MARGOT translates the request received from the user into a Feder-

ation query, which is disseminated from IMS Bridge D across the whole Federation

network, solved locally by each federate, and finally the answers are relayed back to

the node from which the query originated. MARGOT then caches the information

locally for future requests and generates a response for the user with the requested

information. As a second example, another user that only has permissions to access
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information about Things located in the yellow domain also issues a request for

assets in the blue domain; however, this user does not have permissions to access

IoT information from the blue domain and so he or she will not be able to decrypt

the data received from MARGOT.

5.1.3 Main Features and Advantages

The MARGOT platform offers a number of extremely interesting features to IoT ap-

plication developers, which significantly facilitate and speed up development. With-

out doubt, one of the most appealing functionalities is that MARGOT grants access

to all discovered IoT resources via a single API. This feature can help cutting down

development and maintenance costs of applications tremendously. Additionally, the

API offered by MARGOT already provides the possibility to formulate selective

queries to filter out unwanted resources, for instance restricted to a specific geo-

graphical area, domain, and/or sensor type. As a consequence, developers do not

have to write the code to handle filtering (or, at least, that code can be simplified

considerably) and applications will save bandwidth and battery life by downloading

and processing less data, which is especially good for mobile applications. Finally,

since MARGOT instances will generally be deployed in locations that enable the

discovery of new IoT assets (think about the case of sensors whose discovery neces-

sitates the use of multicast over the local network segment), MARGOT will be able

to give users and applications access to resources that they would not be able to

discover otherwise, because of network and protocol limitations.

MARGOT can also help IoT service providers at multiple levels. First, MAR-

GOT’s caching capability can reduce the amount of traffic that service providers

will need to handle. Moreover, the local MARGOT instance will typically be de-

ployed closer, e.g., in terms of network hops, to IoT resources and service providers

than users, whose location cannot be predicted or controlled easily, and lower dis-

tances tend to increase network efficiency. Finally, MARGOT essentially decouples

users’ requests for information on IoT resources from their discovery; this allows

discovery-related traffic to become independent from the number of system users,

thus generating more stable and predictable traffic loads over the sensor networks.

All this translates into lower costs for infrastructure, network service, and power

consumption for providers.

MARGOT can also help the Smart City administrators by simplifying the man-

agement of permissions required to access resource discovery for different domains

and IoT services. In future Smart Cities is likely that many services that will offer

access to IoT assets will require users to authenticate before being able to call their

API. This is already the case today, with services like Airly, which require users
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to acquire an API key to pass to each call to enforce service throttling and ensure

that the requesting users have the right permissions. With the rise in the number

of IoT services and domains that will require authentication, managing permissions

will grow increasingly complex for both users and service providers. Thanks to the

combined use of MARGOT and Federation Services, it becomes possible to offload

some of the complexity to the platform. For instance, they will be able to create

separated federations of trusted MARGOT instances within which information can

be shared securely without any external access. This would allow city officials, law

Enforcement, or emergency response personnel to share access information to IoT in-

frastructure segments managed by the different administrations without limitations

through a dedicated and secured MARGOT federation.

Finally, MARGOT can help during certain HADR situations by mitigating some

of the effects of partially unavailable network infrastructures, e.g., due to damage or

power failure. In these scenarios, it might become impossible for users to reach the

servers of a provider, such as 511NY, but they may still have access to part of the

edge and sensor networks. A distributed solution like MARGOT, which replicates

data across federates, enhances the whole system’s fault tolerance by leveraging re-

dundant instances running in dispersed geographical locations. Therefore, clients

are more likely to still have their queries resolved even when the network infrastruc-

ture is partially down because they can issue requests to remote MARGOT instances

that were unaffected by the disaster. Once an instance receives a client request, even

if the MARGOT with the responsible Discovery Agent remains unreachable, it can

still respond with the requested data via Federation, as long as at least one federate

has cached those data in the past.

5.2 A MARGOT Use Case

To better highlight the effectiveness of MARGOT, lets consider a part of an HADR

operation involving a Red Cross and an Army team in the process of aiding injured

civilians. When arrived in the critical area both teams define a proprietary sub-

network in which they deploy IoT sensors, such as cameras, several computational

nodes, in which instantiate emergency services, and a gateway node that enables

communication between the private and the public network. In this way each teams

is provided of the essential resources, both hardware and software, to allow operators

to acquire situational awareness. Moreover, in their gateway nodes both teams

instantiate a MARGOT that respond to the local nodes.

Each operator is equipped with a handheld device to connect to IoT resources

and acquire live images of the area of operation. In particular, each handheld

device runs the Android Team Awareness Kit (ATAK), an applications designed to
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support operations in challenging environments. ATAK allows users to monitor vast

geographical areas via a geospatial map that can be enriched by different overlay

grids to display real-time events, resources, or other information directly on top of

it. Moreover, ATAK is easily extendable with new features and middleware thanks

to its plug-in compliant design. In this fictional scenario, ATAK is extended via a

MARGOT client plug-in capable to interact with the user to acquire its interests,

send discovery requests to the nearest MARGOT instance, and display an resources

discovered on the overlay grid.

Therefore, by means of ATAK and the plug-in when the two teams wants to

acquire situational awareness can define the area of interest and specify the char-

acteristics that identify relevant resources in the selected region of the map. Then,

by connecting with the local MARGOT instance, ATAK sends a discovery request.

MARGOT resolve the request by either using the information locally cached, if

the information stored are still updated, or it can interrogate the other federates

whenever the resource is located in another domain. Once the list of resources that

matches the user’s interests has been obtained it is then encoded in a JSON mes-

sage and sent back to the client. For example, the Army team requested for all

CoAP temperature sensors deployed in a specific geographical area. Then MAR-

GOT ATAK plug-in parse the message and displays, using a proper icon, all the

resources on the ATAK geospatial map. The rescuer can the click on icon of the

most suited resource and the ATAK, exploiting the access information received from

MARGOT, connect to the devices.

5.3 Experimental Evaluation

In this section 2 experimental evaluation of MARGOT are presented. The first

evaluates MARGOT in a single network domain, and how it improve resources dis-

covery in term of response latency. The second evaluation highlights the advantages

of the various mechanisms disposed by MARGOT to distribute the discovery results

among different MARGOT instances.

5.3.1 Single Network Domain

In this experiment MARGOT is evaluated within an emulated network using the

Extensible Ad-hoc Networking Emulator (EMANE). The testbed is composed of 20

nodes connected by network links, which present a latency varying from 40 to 100

milliseconds. Each node plays a specific role in the experiment: sensor, client, or

gateway. Sensors nodes represent IoT devices that generate data and communicate

using a specific protocol, e.g. CoAP. Clients represent nodes interested in discovering
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the remote service. This period is not just related to the network latency but also

to the computation time required by the remote service to fetch all the requested

information (there were 1290 cameras available). Instead, the clients connected

to MARGOT received a response within 200 milliseconds. As shown for the other

experiments, Client E performed a filtered request to MARGOT and thus was served

with limited amount of information. The same result would be impossible in other

ways since the remote service does not provide methods to perform specific requests,

e.g. cameras available in a specific area, again underlying MARGOT’s effectiveness.

5.3.2 Multi-Domain Network

The evaluation of the effectiveness of a Federation of MARGOT in a multi-domain

scenario is achieved via three separate experiments. Also in this case the experiments

has been conducted in an emulated network created using EMANE, in order to

control latency, bandwidth, and packet loss of the emulated network links. The

emulated network, which is also depicted in Fig. 5.7, consists of 3 separated networks

named: Domain A, B, and C, respectively, connected via EMANE-controlled links.

More specifically, the link between Domain A and Domain B presents a latency of

30 ms; Domain A is connected to Domain C via a 80 ms latency link; finally, the

link that connects Domain B and Domain C has a latency of 100 ms.

Each domain has a node running MARGOT that can acquire information about

IoT resources that the instances running in the other domains cannot directly obtain.

To do so, Discovery Agents in each MARGOT has been configured to interface with

one of the three Cloud IoT services: NY511, Airly, and Digitraffic. In addition,

Figure 5.7: Emulated multi-domain network experiment
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from the local database.
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Chapter 6

Information Exchange in

Disrupted Network Environments

The acquisition of IoT devices’ access information represents the first of the two

major aspects to enable IoT-based applications in disrupted network environments.

In fact, once IoT devices are accessible by consumer applications it is also crucial

to investigate effective mechanisms to exchange information. Moreover, this aspect

also is crucial for network domain federations. Specifically, while certain IoT devices

might force the use of specific communicative stacks, the diverse federated gateways

must adopt tailored communication protocols to effectively exploit the scarce net-

work resources.

As introduced in Chapter 2, communication protocols that implements informa-

tion centric concepts represent a valuable approach to IoT. In particular, producer-

consumer decoupling achieved by these communication protocols represent an ex-

tremely valuable feature in IoT network sine constrained devices might be inactive

due to power constraints. Similar to these situations, in disrupted environments, in

which nodes might be disconnected due to links’ conditions, producer-consumer de-

coupling also allows to mitigate network conditions. Moreover, protocols paradigms

such as publish subscribe that also enable group communication can represent a

valid solution for disrupted network environments. Group communications effec-

tively reduce impact on bandwidth for one-to-many communications, which are

often adopted to spread critical messages or context updates to allies in tactical

environment, and also allow to better exploit distributed caching mechanisms that

increase information availability. Group communication is not limited to tactical

environments. Urban environment are adopting protocols that provides this feature

to improve dissemination of IoT information.

However, the protocols adopted in tactical networks differs from the protocols

for urban environments since the latter are designed for reliable networks. But

since in case of natural disasters the two scenarios presents several commonalities,
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in order to define a common approach for disrupted network environments it is

crucial to design and study communication protocols that effectively responds to the

IoT applications and constrained devices. In particular, both specifically designed

and commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) communication protocols have been refined

with the focus to tackle disrupted network characteristics and enable and reliable

information sharing between nodes. Typically, these protocols are implemented on

top of the TCP/IP stack. However, ICN protocols such as NDN presents several

interesting characteristics that might result effective future standard to enable IoT

in disrupted network environments [146].

Therefore, in the large panorama of different communication protocols is crucial

to understand the fundamental characteristics that can help stakeholders to correctly

choose the correct solution based on their targeted environment. To achieve this,

this chapter presents the experimental evaluation of several communication protocols

within the Anglova scenario.

6.1 The Anglova Scenario

The Anglova Scenario is a purposely designed testbed developed by the NATO IST-

124 Research Task Group (RTG) on Improving Connectivity and Network Efficiency

in Heterogeneous Tactical Environment. The scenario allows to evaluate the perfor-

mance of communication solutions in a realistic tactical environment in a controlled

and reproducible way and consists of an emulated network environment that depicts

an operation conducted by a battalion after receiving reconnaissance data alerting of

an attack by insurgent forces against coalition forces in an operational zone. Due its

characteristics, the NATO STO IST-161 RTG has been using the Anglova scenario

[147] [148] to evaluate the relative performance of a variety of Group Communi-

cations Protocols to disseminate information within a tactical domain [149]. The

network connectivity, which is emulated via EMANE, is enabled by a wide range of

wireless communication technology such as High Frequency (HF), Very High Fre-

quency (VHF), and Ultra High Frequency (UHF) radios, UAV systems, and Satellite

Communication (Satcom).

The emulated operation is composed by three separated phases also referred as

vignettes and counts a total of 283 nodes. The first vignette covers all the intelli-

gence preparation action such as sensor deployment and information gathering. In

particular, the vignette comprehend the deployment of sensors which share data via

Satcom links and UAVs, the transit of UAVs in different area to disseminate the data

from sensor, and also it emulates the presence of naval support for recognition and

surveillance. The second vignette describes the deployment of the coalition forces.

In this vignette the forces move into the operational zone and so the connection
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Figure 6.1: Platoons’ movement patterns during vignette 2 emulation

between the nodes is discontinued due to the increasing distance between them. To

coordinate with one another the emulated troops rely on VHF radio communica-

tions. The final vignette describes war-events in the network with: neutralization of

insurgents, medical operation and even attacks of the enemy position. Also in this

vignette the main communication enablers are HF and VHF radios and the support

of UAVs that act as network rely nodes.

So far the NATO IST-161 RTG on Efficient group and information centric com-

munications in mobile military heterogeneous networks exploited this scenario for

evaluation of communication protocols. In particular, the RTG rely on a subset of

vignette 2 consisting of the nodes forming two tank companies (Company 1 and

Company 2) and two mechanized infantry companies (Company 3 and Company

4), with movements from scenario time 5000 seconds to 7000 seconds, depicted in

details in Fig.6.1. A schematic representation of the network environment is shown

in Fig.6.2.

Each company had its own wideband network on a separate frequency, and a

wideband overlay network was used to connect the company networks. Two nodes

per company (respectively, nodes with ID 1, 2, 25, 26, 49, 50, 73, and 74) also

participate in an overlay network, acting as gateways, to support inter-company

communications. Each gateway essentially has two network interfaces – the first

one to communicate with other nodes in the local company, and the second one to

communicate with the other gateways that were also part of the overlay network.
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Figure 6.3: Connectivity of the overlay network.

Inter- and intra-company communications

Within each company network, the bandwidth available has to be divided among

the 24 nodes in the network. With a total bandwidth of 875 kbits/s and the formula

previously shown, and assuming a static TDMA schedule with equal bandwidth

allocation, that results in an average bandwidth per node of 9.1 kbits/s. However,

given that the first two nodes of each company are also part of the overlay network

and have to relay data between the local company and the rest of the companies and

given that node 6 of each company also sends sensor data, the TDMA is adjusted to

give more slots to nodes 1, 2 and 6. In particular, the nodes 1 and 2 can transmit at

a rate of 29 kbits/s, node 6 28 kbits/s, and each of the other nodes in the company

6.2 kbits/s.

For the overlay network, the total bandwidth was divided between the number of

nodes that participate in the overlay. With four companies, each of the eight nodes

were allocated 27 kbits/s.

Jamming models

The anglova scenario also offers diverse configurations to model attackers’ disturbs

to tactical information sharing. By default the company networks does not present

any jamming attacks. In that case the company networks were connected and had a

connectivity of one. However, diverse special cases can be considered. For example,

as a rough model of a jammer quite far away with free line of sight to the nodes in

the company networks, it is possible to set Lb,max with a value of 10, 20 and 30 dB.

This resulted in more and more fragmented company networks, as shown in Fig.

6.4.

6.1.2 The Test Harness

To evaluate protocols within the subsection of Vignette 2 described a specific com-

mon test harness is deployed within each node. In particular, the test harness im-

plements generic required features such as message generation, logging, configurable
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QoS requirements and allows to specify the content of interests of each particular

node. For example a node can be configured to receive all message generated from

a specific node or all contents related to a certain topic. Meanwhile to support

different communication protocols, the test harness provides a plug-in based system

so that new protocols can be added and selected for the experiment. Moreover, the

test harness also implements the necessary tools for the data analysis. In particular,

it register the number of messages successfully delivered to each node, the delivery

latency, and the overall bandwidth consumed throughout an emulation.

To also better evaluate protocols, the test harness implements 3 different type

of messages with different requirements: Blue Force Tracks (BFT), Sensor Datas

(SD), and Headquarter Documents or reports (HQs). BFTs are small size messages,

from 128 to 512 Bytes, and disseminated every few seconds (usually 5 to 10). A

BFT messages represent a sort of position update messages or hello messages dis-

seminated with best effort policies and all nodes produce and should receive these

type of messages. SDs are medium size messages, from 128KB to 256KB, that rep-

resent messages produced and sent by sensors scattered within the whole network.

Contrary to BFTs, SDs are produced by a node within each company and only few

nodes should receive them. Moreover, SDs should be disseminated reliably. Simi-

larly to SDs, HQs share sent and received by few nodes and should be re-transmitted

in case of packet loss. HQs represent complex analysis that should be sent to the

headquarter in order to provide detailed description of the condition of the mission,

therefore, the size of these messages are between 512KB and 1MB.
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6.2 Evaluation of Pub/Sub in the Anglova Sce-

nario

Within the Anglova scenario these thesis presents the experimental evaluation of

4 pub/sub protocols. More specifically, 2 communication protocols specifically

designed for tactical environments, namely Generic Data Exchange Mechanism

(GDEM) and Dissemination Service (DisService), and 2 COTS communication pro-

tocols typically used in enterprise IT environments but also sometimes adopted at

the tactical edge, such as NACK-Oriented Reliable Multicast (NORM) and NATS.

The objective of this comparison is to evaluate whether the aggressive solution to

recover lost messages that GDEM and DisService implement actually bring some

benefits from the jamming resilience perspective. However, while the experiments

make use of the jamming they will only evaluate the dissemination of BFTs and

SDs

6.2.1 GDEM

GDEM is a, currently, proprietary group communication protocol developed by TNO

[150]. It is based upon the Joint Dismounted Soldier System Information Exchange

Mechanism (JDSS-IEM) [151] that is specified in STANAG-4677 [152]. In the exper-

iments 2 configurations of GDEM were considered. Firstly, a reliable configuration

(GDEM in the results) where GDEM will attempt to repair missing messages of

both message types. Secondly, an unreliable configuration (GDEM-U in the results)

where GDEM will only attempt to repair missing sensor data messages and the blue

force message type is sent unreliable.

Compared to [150] TNO introduced the following changes to GDEM: 1) GDEM

is now able to repair partially received messages whereas JDSS-IEM needs to resend

the full message when a single segment of that message is not received; 2) GDEM is

now able to segment and reassembles messages, it does no longer rely on a separate

transport layer for message segmentation; 3) Each message segment has a full GDEM

header; 4) Next to 16 byte UUID’s, GDEM is now also able to use a 4 byte gateway

identifier, 4 byte identifiers were used for the experiments in this paper; 5) a newly

designed message relaying mechanism is used.

The GDEM protocol now supports networking compartmentalisation through

the use of its relay function. A relaying gateway that implements the relay function

can be part of multiple networks. Relaying rules describe how messages should be

relayed between these networks. There is no theoretical limit to the amount of

networks a relaying gateway is part of. When a message is relayed a hop counter,

that is part of the message envelope, will be updated. A GDEM will also add its own
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address as the last hop address to the message header. This allows other gateways to

detect whether a message was relayed or not. For each network a relaying gateway

will learn what other gateways are active on that network. As messages can find

their way to the relaying gateways via multiple networks the relaying gateway will

consider the network(s) with the lowest message hop counter as the home network

for a gateway. A relaying gateway will only relay messages to a network when that

network is not the home network of the sender of the message. When a message has

a specific target address the message will only be relayed to the home network that

belongs to the target address. As multiple relaying gateways may be active in the

same networks messages are only relayed to networks where the message was not

seen before. To accommodate this a relaying gateway will wait for a random delay

interval to listen for a duplicate message before it decides whether or not to relay

the message. If in that time frame an identical message is received that message

will be dropped as that message was already relayed to that network by another

relaying gateway. To optimise message synchronisation between nodes in different

networks the relaying gateway is able to answer synchronisation requests on behalf

of other nodes. When, according to the relaying rules, a synchronisation request

message may be relayed by a relaying gateway that relaying gateway may answer

that synchronisation request if it has the requested data in its message cache.

6.2.2 DisService

Dissemination Service (DisService) is a peer-to-peer (P2P) communication middle-

ware that provides the applications with group-based, publish-subscribe information

dissemination capabilities built on top of UDP multicast [? ] [153]. DisService is

designed to be disruption-tolerant and promote information survivability in the net-

work by leveraging “opportunistic listening” and implementing an aggressive data

caching policy [154]. This increases the probability that a subscribing node is able

to retrieve missing messages (or fragments) from its peers, even in presence of tem-

porary link disconnections and network partitioning that render the sender unreach-

able.

DisService allows application to create and participate in multiple groups and

select how they want messages to be sent, e.g., reliably or best effort, and retrieved,

e.g., in publication order or as soon as a message is received. DisService imple-

ments reliable multicast communications through a NACK-based system, whereby

the subscribing node periodically notifies its peers of any missing message (or frag-

ment) until the whole message is finally retrieved. In the experiments, both reliable

and unreliable configurations were considered (respectively DS and DS-U in the

plots) for DisService.
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DisService implements several features that can reduce network bandwidth con-

sumption, information access latency, and improve scalability, which are particularly

interesting when dealing with limited network resources. Chunking permits to di-

vide the data that represent some information, such as an image or a video, into a

number of smaller, lower-resolution, but singularly intelligible parts that peers can

retrieve independently upon demand and only if needed. Finally, DisService pro-

vides advanced features such as the on demand dissemination of metadata and the

distributed querying of messages cached by the nodes in the network.

6.2.3 NORM

NORM is an IT enterprise protocol often proposed for tactical environments [155]

[156] [157] [150]. In the experiments, the NORM implementation of choice is the

version that ZeroMQ (https://zeromq.org) leverages to realize PUB/SUB sockets.

To accommodate the network compartmentalisation that is used in the experi-

ments, the message forwarding between the company and overlay network is based

upon their source IP address. Because ZeroMQ SUB sockets do not provide a way

to find the source address of an incoming message, the message sender adds the 4

bytes of its IP address to each message it sends, as an additional header. To prevent

messages from looping around a method that drops duplicate messages when they

are received within a preset threshold is introduced. Note that this dropping of

messages occurs at the application level and dropping messages that have an iden-

tical payload may not have the intended behavior. An application that uses our

implementation must provide its own way of differentiating between messages that

share the same payload. In the case of the experiments conducted for this paper,

the group communication testbed is implemented in such a way that all messages

that are sent are unique. The ZeroMQ socket does not support message fragmen-

tation but once multiple fragments of a message are offered ZeroMQ takes care of

delivering the fragments in order. Downside of this approach is that no relaying of

(parts of) messages is done before the message was fully received on the relaying

node. An implementation that builds message fragmentation and reassembly on top

of ZeroMQ may have been more efficient for this use-case.

6.2.4 NATS

NATS is an Open Source (Apache 2.0) broker based publish and subscribe messaging

system developed by SYNADIA [158]. Binary messages are published into channels

called subjects; by default, NATS implements a fire and forget policy meaning that

all the messages published in a specific subject that predate a node subscription to

that subject are lost for that subscriber.
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Delivery guarantees for messages generated after subscription are based on the

characteristics of TCP while the connection between brokers and subscribers is mon-

itored through a simple PING/PONG protocol implemented with the objective of

breaking inactive connections before TCP timeouts.

NATS supports compartmentation through broker federation. NATS brokers can

in fact be connected to each other in a mesh. Once connected, the brokers exchange

topology information and are able to forward published messages for up to 3 hops.

6.3 Pub/Sub Experimental Results

The first analysis conducted on the capabilities of protocols to actually deliver mes-

sages in a denied environment uses as a reference metric delivery ratio, i.e., the

percentage of destination nodes that received a message within the pool of intended

recipients. Fig. 6.5 and 6.6 show, respectively, the histograms of the delivery ratios

of BFT and sensor data messages for the 6 group communication solutions under 4

different conditions: no jamming (i.e., 0 dB), 10, 20, and 30 dB jamming. The x

axis of the figure indicates the delivery ratio of a message (which of course is limited

between 0 and 1) and the y axis indicates the number of messages that exhibited the

corresponding delivery ratio. This plot format allows to grasp visually in a relatively

straightforward fashion the performance of a protocol with respect to its capability

to deliver messages. In fact, the ideal performance would be a single column at

the right of the plot, corresponding to a 1.0 delivery ratio. The more a histogram

differs from this ideal inverted-L shape, the worse its performance. Even from a

quick glance to the figures it is possible to identify the impact of jamming on the

procotols’ performance, with higher levels of jamming leading to histogram shapes

that exhibit a higher density of low delivery ratios and look less and less like the

ideal inverted-L.

As one can see, a higher jamming value has an impact on the performance of all

protocols - albeit to very different degrees. NATS exhibits poor performance across

the board. Although it performs much better than NATS, NORM suffers consider-

ably from jamming. Finally, jamming impacts the performance of DisService and

GDEM to a much lesser extent, with reliable versions of those protocols performing

decently well even in cases of severe jamming.

Table 6.1 and 6.2 enable a less immediate but more in depth analysis of the

protocols’ performance. Table 6.1 displays the delivery ratio recorded for BFT mes-

sages after 5 seconds from their initial transmission (column @5s), after 10 seconds

(column @10s), and overall (column OA), with 0, 10, 20, and 30 dB jamming levels.

The results indicate that DisService outperforms its competitors, either in reliable

or unreliable mode, with GDEM being a close second both in terms of overall and
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short-term delivery ratio. However, this discrepancy might be caused by the new

GDEM’s message relay implementation which is not working optimal yet.

Table 6.2 shows the delivery ratio (DR) and throughput (in Bps) used at the

company level network (BCN) and at the overlay network (BON) recorded for sen-

sor data messages with 0, 10, 20, and 30 dB jamming levels. The data indicate

that GDEM has the lowest footprint from the bandwidth consumption perspective,

DisService comes in second place, exhibiting a relatively aggressive tendency in trad-

ing off bandwidth consumption (for retransmissions) to achieve the highest possible

message delivery ratio. Both NATS and NORM shows very poor performance due

to their poor handling of large messages such as those used to carry sensor data.

Finally, the delivery latency, i.e., the time elapsed between a packet1 transmission

and its receival is analyzed. To investigate the dynamic behavior of protocols and

see how they reacted to changes in the emulation environment, the dataset is sliced

in different time windows, each corresponding to 5 minutes of time, and separately

analyzed the protocol performance in those windows.

Using box and whiskers plots, Fig. 6.7 and 6.8 show the distribution of deliv-

ery latencies obtained for BFTs and sensor data for the 6 group communication

solutions under 4 different conditions: no jamming (i.e., 0 dB), 10, 20, and 30 dB

jamming. Of course lower values are better as they correspond to quicker delivery

times. Note that the better performance that protocols seem to demonstrate as

the jamming level intensifies needs to be offset by the fact that the protocols are

indeed delivering a significantly lower amount of messages to their destination. So,

basically protocols exhibit a bipolar behavior: either deliver messages quickly or

they don’t deliver them at all. As anticipated by the data in Table 6.1, GDEM has

very good performance. DisService, its closest competitor, is also quite good but

exhibits higher latencies, especially in reliable mode, perhaps because it aggressively

leverages store-and-forward communication semantics to deliver messages.

Overall, both DisService and GDEM seem to be solid performers across the

board, with the former exhibiting a relatively lower responsiveness - perhaps due to

its more aggressive stance in trading off latency for a higher delivery ratio. NORM

is a decent performer for BFT but is incapable or dealing with larger sensor data

messages and NATS is basically out of its element in this scenario.

1Note that, since a message has many recipients, each message will generate many packets.
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Table 6.1: Delivery ratio recorded for BFT messages after 5 seconds from their initial transmission (@5s), after 10 seconds (@10s), and
overall (OA), with 0, 10, 20, and 30 dB jamming levels.

Protocol
Jamming Level

0 dB 10 dB 20 dB 30 dB
@5s @10s OA @5s @10s OA @5s @10s OA @5s @10s OA

DS 36,15 40,31 88,31 25,9 27,77 87,85 20,41 22,04 84,14 22,59 24,86 77,47
DS-U 43,92 46,96 84,43 33,86 36,49 83,49 30,22 32,13 78,7 36,91 39 66,2
GDEM 34,5 34,95 81,65 34,77 35,31 81,68 33,18 33,78 78,63 32,11 33,4 74,68
GDEM-U 65,52 66,56 85,84 66,01 67,11 84,35 64,08 66,4 79,98 55,48 57,32 67,24
NATS 4,1 5,82 17,89 4,2 5,83 17,94 4,2 5,81 17,78 4,01 5,69 17,49
NORM 25,62 30,2 75,66 23,76 27,07 75,23 20,02 22,2 64,6 16,35 17,71 49,9
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Table 6.2: Delivery ratio (DR) and bandwidth (in Bps) used at the company level network (BCN) and at the overlay network (BON)
recorded for sensor data messages with 0, 10, 20, and 30 dB jamming levels.

Protocol
Jamming Level

0 dB 10 dB 20 dB 30 dB
DR BCN BON DR BCN BON DR BCN BON DR BCN BON

DS 100 201294 47029 93,75 233501 50868 78,12 271490 53365 59,38 296559 47976
DS-U 87,5 169594 47290 87,5 162507 44412 79,7 165612 44585 65,62 141728 40120
GDEM 94,2 104516 31291 89,58 104185 29908 87,5 116593 31454 87,5 136230 31500
GDEM-U 87,5 120397 26598 87,5 115891 25722 87,5 126825 27968 87,5 128875 27168
NATS 0 289497 85296 0 285352 82784 0 279064 83614 0 278285 81880
NORM 7,29 464799 95343 6,25 463313 92233 5,2 444529 86560 5,21 409464 75103
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Chapter 7

Named Data Networking

Another protocol that us evaluated in this thesis is NDN. In the classic Internet

protocol stack, IP represents the “glue” in the network. IP is host centric, which

means that IP addresses are used to locate the requested information. Information

is therefore bound to the one unique IP address of the server where it is produced

or stored.

7.1 NDN

NDN is a clean slate architecture that does away with the host centric architecture

of the classical Internet [159]. In NDN the focus is on finding the information

(content) that a client wants to retrieve irrespective of where it is stored. This is

done by addressing the information by name rather than by its source (host name

or IP address).

In NDN, the content naming scheme is a fundamentally important and appli-

cation specific design choice. This means that the first step in NDN application

development is defining a naming scheme that fits the content characteristics and

the application’s particular needs. For instance, in a tactical application, the con-

tent name can be built hierarchically and be human readable. An example would

be:

[Mission_network_xx/Intelligence_reports/

Geographic_area_x,y/role_xx/today]

[Mission_network_xx/weather_sensor/

Geographic_area_x,y/windspeed/current]

While this forces software engineers to address information production and consump-

tion related aspects early on in the development process, it also affords considerable

liberty to explore a wide range of naming schemes, from simple hierarchical to tag-
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and/or keyword-based ones [160], to find the best suited one for the particular appli-

cation. Of course, the names must be commonly agreed upon by all the consumers

and producers in the information domain where they operate (e.g. mission network,

national network, etc.).

NDN is built on two simple basic primitives; request for a specific content and

the response with the matching data. In NDN the two packets that perform these

primitives are called Interest and Data. In order for any content to flow in the

network, the consumer must issue an Interest that specifies the name of the content

that the consumer in looking for.

When the consumer has issued the Interest for the required content, the Interest

is forwarded through the network in search for a node that holds the content. When

the content is found, it is wrapped in a Data packet, which follows the reverse path

of the Interest packet back to the consumer.

The Interest and Data management primitives are implemented in a forwarding

engine that is installed in all network nodes (routers, clients and servers) in the

NDN architecture, as shown in Fig. 7.1. In NDN, an interface over which content is

transmitted or received is called a Face, which can be an internal interface towards

higher layers (the application), a network interface, or other types of connections,

like a TCP connection in case of hybrid NDN/IP solutions.

When an Interest is generated by the application, it reaches the forwarding engine

of the node over an internal interface (Face 2 in Fig. 7.1). First, the forwarding engine

checks if the requested content is available in the Content Store, an internal cache

that stores copies of the recent Data packets received or forwarded. If the content

is not available in the Content Store, the forwarding engine registers the Interest,

as well as the originating Face, in an internal table called Pending Interest Table

(PIT). If the Interest was already registered in the PIT, the engine simply adds the

new Face in order to forward back the Data message to all interested consumers.

In case the Interest is not already in the PIT, the forwarding engine checks its

Forwarding Information Base (FIB) to see which Faces to forward the Interest on

in order to start looking for the content in the network. The FIB is similar to the

routing table in IP architectures. The Interest is forwarded on one or several of

the Face(s) that the FIB points at. This procedure is repeated in all forwarding

nodes until the Interest arrives at a node where the FIB points at the Face to the

application that produces the information or there is a match in the Content Store.

When a node is able to fulfill the request, meaning it either has content in its

Content Store or is the node that produced the information, it resolves the Interest

by sending back a Data packet. During this phase there is no need of FIB since the

Data packet simply follows the bread crumb trail from the path taken by the Interest.

In fact, each node in the path has stored the Face(s) that received the Interest so
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In fact, NDN adopts a communication model that decouples information pro-

ducers and consumers and is not dependent on a stable connection between them.

If at some point in time an Interest message can get to the producer or a Content

Store that holds the content, the responding Data packet can start its way back to

the consumer and will be stored at each hop. If the Data message is lost due to

broken links, the consumer can simply reissue the Interest after a timeout.

This approach provides a simple mechanism for communication reliability. In

fact, after the first Interest, each successive Interest sent has a higher likelihood of

succeeding since the content is now likely stored in a Content Store closer to the

consumer.

7.2.2 Node Mobility

Node mobility is a significant challenge for IP due to the dual nature of IP addressed

being identifiers and locators. Supporting mobility requires purposefully developed

solutions to enable connections to withstand node mobility or to support multipath

communications [161]. Instead, NDN copes significantly better with mobility.

Node mobility can be split in consumer mobility and producer mobility. Con-

sumer mobility is handled automatically by NDN. A consumer that has moved

simply asks for new content in the standard way by issuing an Interest. The In-

terest builds a path from the new position of the consumer to the first node that

holds a copy of the content and the Data packet follows the reverse path back to

the new node position. If a node moves after it has issued an Interest and before it

has received Data, then the application can resend the Interest after a timeout. In

this way the new Interest will research the content required from the new position

established and thus generating the new path necessary to the Data packet to reach

the consumer.

Producer mobility is more problematic. In fact, when a Mobile Producer (MP)

moves to a new position, a consumer might be unable to fulfill its Interest since

the path to the MP might become invalid. To address this problem, the MP might

hasten the creation of a new Interest path by generating a “breadcrumb trail” to a

rendezvous node to enable Interests to trace content at its the new position. The

rendezvous node can also be used as a deposit for content, allowing it to resolve

consumers’ Interests while the routing strategies have not aligned to the new position

of the MP. Furthermore, consumers and router nodes can also adapt their behaviour

for this particular situation by choosing more aggressive Interest flooding strategies

in order to find the new location of the producer.
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7.2.3 Multicasting and Multihoming

The NDN architecture seamlessly handles the dissemination of content to a single

consumer or to a group of consumers. NDN manages all the interfaces over which

data are sent or received with components named Faces. Each Face can be connected

to higher layer entities, such an application, a physical network interface or even a

virtual link, such as a TCP connection in hybrid NDN/IP architectures. As a result,

NDN supports multicast communications out of the box.

Furthermore, NDN overcomes the well-known problems that IP architectures

presents with multihoming. In fact, since Interest routing is based on the con-

tent name, NDN works out of the box in heterogeneous network environments with

multiple channel technologies and is capable of aggregating Interests received from

different faces, so that only one Interest per content is sent over a shared communi-

cation link. Furthermore, nodes with multiple networks interface are also profitable

in term of caching. When a Data packet is sent back to the consumer, NDN leaves a

copy of the message in the local Content Store of all nodes along the reverse Interest

path. Popular content is then automatically made available close to its consumers.

7.2.4 Synergies with IoT

NDN presents interesting synergies with IoTapplications [162]. In fact, while NDN

was designed with “one Interest, one Data” semantics, other ICN implementations

(most notably PURSUIT) were specifically designed to support publish/subscribe

communications. As a result, borrowing on concepts and tools from the aforemen-

tioned ICN implementations, and through the clever adoption of specifically designed

naming schemes [160], NDN could be extended to realize publish/subscribe commu-

nications with support to topics and distributed caching - a communication model

that is particularly well suited for IoT.

More specifically, an IoTapplication based on NDN could adopt naming schemes

that, for example, organize devices and the information they generate in a strict

hierarchy or adopt less restrictive taxonomies that can generalize multiple devices.

This would allow directly using naming schemes to as part of the basic discovery

mechanisms by investigating the header of the Data requested or even information

cached in the local content store without deploying dedicated discovery protocols.

In the tactical environment, this means that NDN could become an interesting

enabling technology for IoBT [15]. More specifically, the NDN capability to leverage

locally available information is likely to become a sought-after feature for military

operations in the future where information is expected to be scattered all over the

network and the challenge lies in finding the right information.
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7.2.5 Interface between application and network layer

TCP/IP applications leverage a range of solutions including unicast, multicast, and

DTN, to implement realize a wide range of communications patterns. However, those

solutions are mostly designed to masquerade network behavior from the application

– leading to poor performance in tactical environments unless specifically developed

solutions proposing an enriched network programming model are adopted [19] [20].

Instead, NDN provides applications with a simple but powerful programming

model that allows tuning application behaviour to the current network performance.

More specifically, by properly tuning the Interests transmission rate, a node can

attempt to mitigate node mobility issues and control the traffic flow according to

the available network resources. This gives NDN a flexible flow control function that

works in a distributed manner and can make local decisions.

In addition to application specific configuration, node level configurations also

represent convenient “knobs” for performance tuning. For example, a router can for

example set a limit on the number of pending Interest that it allows on an outgoing

Face, or the number of Data messages that are forwarded back.

7.3 NDN Challenges

Clearly, the previous section has identified a number of advantages of NDN over

traditional IP networks. Howerver, NDN raises a number of new issues that must

be studied further to evaluate its utility in heterogeneous military networks. This

section lists some of the important topics within NDN that need further examination.

7.3.1 Naming

Naming is one of the most challenging tasks in NDN application design. While it

is certainly impossible to devise a standardized naming scheme that applies to a

wide range of application domains for traditional Internet applications, this prob-

lem could at least be partially addressed for military networks. In fact, military

applications consider a significantly smaller amount of content types than Internet

ones. Furthermore, military information already present standardized formats that

provide common information structures, which can be used to regroup contents and

obtain content taxonomies. These properties will simplify the design of naming

schemes, and also potentially increase its effectiveness since it is directly tailored to

the information. Nevertheless, this topic requires much attention.
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7.3.2 Security

The NDN security architecture [163] is very flexible but raises some challenges -

particularly for mobile military networks. In NDN, information security (INFOSEC)

is placed on the content. Each content chunk is signed and optionally encrypted.

This is flexible but introduces overhead. The public key of the signer, a certificate for

that public key or a pointer to them must be sent with the packet and a trust chain

must be in place. For low data rate mobile connections this can be problematic.

Traffic analysis is also a challenge, in NDN the Interest is sent in clear text. This

is not adequate for military networks [164]. The security model does not handle

network security (NETSEC). There must be functions in place that perform network

security.

The security discussion in [165] and [166] shed some light on some of the security

challenges. Some traditional solutions for mobile military networks such as preloaded

keys and link level encryption can solve some of these problems but more research

is needed.

7.3.3 Strategy

The strategy layer is a powerful component in the NDN architecture but must be

studied and tuned to achieve its full potential. The flexibility introduced by this layer

enables to tailor the forwarding policy of Interest and Data to the application specific

requirements. In fact, NDN allows to implement a wide range of strategies, from

naive ones that simply mimic standard IP communication mechanism (e.g. unicast,

multicast) to more sophisticated ones that continuously analyze their performance

and self-learn how to improve their performance.

For instance, FIB can be based on overheard traffic such that the Interests might

sent on one or several Face(s) in the direction of where Interest for similar content

has been resolved before. However, strategies that introduce high redundancy in the

Interest distribution should be carefully adopted for networks where links capacity

is limited or present different resource constraints. Strategies should be designed to

achieve the best tradeoff between delay in fetching the information and network re-

source utilization. At this matter, proactive routing solutions that announce cached

content might allow the strategy layer to improve the Interest forwarding toward

nearest producers and thus reduce resource utilization.

Finding the best trade-off between complexity, efficiency and robustness is crucial

to exploit the flexibility of the strategy layer to adapt it to the network properties

and communication requirements. At this matter, the experience from the vast

research on routing in MANETs can be reused and extend to NDN strategy for

mobile networks. The survey in [166] gives a comprehensive overview of different
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routing approaches for mobile NDNs. The policies of the strategy layer as well as

the supporting routing functions are still an open research area.

7.3.4 Reliability

NDN does not provide an integrated solution for a reliable communication. As

a result, unlike the TCP/IP model in which reliability functions are provided by

transport layer protocols, in NDN the responsibility to recover a lost message relies

on applications – thus complicating the task of software engineers.

However, NDN properties allow to manage reliability through the already avail-

able mechanisms used for the nodes interaction. For example, a mechanism to

provide reliability can be performed by issuing a new Interest packed if the previ-

ous Interest for the same content was not resolved within a certain timeout period.

In this way application can achieve reliable information sharing with a simple and

lightweight mechanism. This mechanism allows application to have full control to

the timeout period and thus adapt this to the network capacity, QoS needed and so

on.

7.3.5 Performance Tuning

Since NDN is a relatively new technology, the performance tuning of NDN applica-

tions is an aspect that still needs to be thoroughly investigated.

For instance, cache replacement strategies for Content Stores and values for

several timeouts (including Interest retransmission) are critical parameters for ap-

plication performance and robustness (as they not only influence delay and jitter of

the requested Data but availability as well). Cache replacement strategies of classic

IP architectures are a mature research field and this knowledge can be reused here.

But more work is needed to learn which strategies are best to use for which routing

strategy and for different data types. Furthermore, applications might reissue the

an Interest if no Data has been received within a certain timeout. This parameter

must be properly tuned to fit traffic requirements and network properties. More

experience that can result in guidelines for how to set the parameters, are needed.

[167] is one example reference that discuss Cache replacement strategies for NDN.

Chunk size is another very relevant performance related research topic in NDN.

How large data elements should the consumer be able to ask for in one Interest?

The NDN architecture promotes tiny chunks, as small as single voice samples or

video frames. The advantage of this is a very responsive network. The Interest can

be routed a different way for each voice sample and thus be able to handle mobility

and avoid network congestion (do flow control) etc. very quickly. This comes at

the cost of a large overhead; this Interest packet and headers in the Data packet
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(that includes a security certificate) for each tiny chunk of data. Larger chunk sizes

such as whole documents or videos reduce the overhead but also reduce some of

NDN architecture’s qualities. In fact, with larger chunks it is more likely that the

forwarding of Data will fail.

7.4 BFT Dissemination Using NDN

To evaluate the effectiveness of NDN in the context of tactical edge networks, the test

harness presented in the previus section has been extended to support NDN-based

communications. This allows to compare NDN with different data dissemination

solutions designed for tactical environments.

To bridge the mismatch between the push-based nature of tactical applications

and the pull-based semantics of NDN, the experiment only focuses BFT dissemina-

tion which arguably represents the most challenging component of a tactical appli-

cation for NDN. As a result, within the test harness previously described a simple

NDN-based BFT dissemination application is implemented based on the assumption

of isochronous (and known) BFT generation times. However, only a section of the

network will be considered. More specificially, BFT information is published by each

node every 10 seconds, and consumed by all other nodes. The payload of the BFT

messages is 128 Bytes, resulting in a setup with 24 publishers and 24 subscribers.

In order to address these differences the following naming scheme has been

adopted:

/anglova/blue_force/<node_id>/<seq>

where anglova is the root, blue force is the topic, node id is the node identifier

and seq is an incremental value that distinguishes each data item the node has

published. This scheme allows to uniquely identify the data published by each node

while allowing each consumer to request it without the need of a content discovery

mechanism. For example if a consumer needs the 16th content item published by

node 4 it can simply send an interest specifying the following name:

/anglova/blue_force/node_4/16

with the assumption of isochronous generation of BFT information each consumer

can issue interests at the same rate as data is produced and thus emulating a push

communication model through proactive Interest dissemination.

Once addressed the incompatibilities between the test harness and the NDN

communicating model had to properly configured to the network stacks to allow

information sharing. NDN supports different mechanisms to transmit messages to
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other nodes via the so called NDN face system that allows seamless handling of

native communication that bypasses IP or message encapsulation in COTS trans-

port protocols such as UDP. For the experiment NDN leverages on UDP Multicast

for message transmission. In this way, applications will broadcast Interests to all

reachable nodes in the network that, if they have cached the requested content, will

broadcast back the Data message. While this approach could limit the possibility

of interest aggregation or data caching, due to the synchronous dissemination of

interest, it will allow to obtain a first coarse grained evaluation of NDN capabilities

to be refined in the future wit more sophisticated schemes and configuration.

7.5 Experimental Evaluation of NDN

Simlar to the pub/sub evaluation the behavior of the naive NDN-based BFT ap-

plication is analyzed according to 3 key performance indicators: delivery ratio, de-

livery latency, and bandwidth utilization. Moreover NDN’s performance with that

achieved by two other group communication solutions: DisService and NATS, which

represent important and relevant baseline references for comparison. As shown in

[149], DisService outperforms many other group communication solutions, in terms

of bandwidth utilization, delivery latency, and delivery ratio, in tactical environment

conditions. Although BFT message transmission typically leverages best-effort com-

munications, in the experiment considers DisService in both unreliable and reliable

message transmission configurations. those two configurations will be referred with

the names: DisService and DisService Reliable respectively. Furthermore, NATS is

included in the comparison since, even if not as effective as DisService, it proved

to be best performing broker based group communication solutions in our previous

experiments [149]. Fig. 7.2 depicts the total number of messages received per node.

The figure clearly shows that one group of nodes receive a smaller amount of mes-

sages. This is caused by the events of the scenario, that frequently disconnect nodes

13, 14, and 15 from the other nodes. Almost all the group communication solutions

examined are very sensitive to this disconnection and fail to deliver a significant

amount of messages to these nodes. However, NDN seems less affected by this issue

and delivers more messages to nodes 13, 14, and 15 compared to DisService and

NATS.

Fig. 7.3 further illustrates the effectiveness of protocols in delivering BFTs by

showing the delivery ratio of messages, i.e., the ratio of nodes that actually received

the BFTs. To better illustrate the dynamics of the protocol behavior throughout the

duration of the scenario, the figure divides messages in 20 categories, according to

the respected minute of generation time. Each category of messages is depicted using

a Boxplot that allows to graphically evaluate the distribution of delivery ratios in the
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Figure 7.2: Number of messages received by each node.

messages of each category. The Boxplots allow us to clearly describe the sets of data

gathered using their quartiles and thus highlighting dispersion and asymmetries.

Fig. 7.4 completes the effectiveness analysis of the group communication solutions

from the application perspective by presenting the distribution of delivery latency.

The figure uses the same format of Fig. 7.3, which classifies messages according

to their relative minute-of-simulated-time of their generation and using Boxplots

to present the distribution of delivery latency minute-by-minute. In this case, the

graphs present different scales for the y axes since NATS and DisService Reliable

presented outliers with high delivery latency values. However, even if DisService

and NATS deliver some message after more than 10 seconds, the majority of BFTs

is received quickly after their initial generation. NDN instead seems slightly slower

in delivering messages, requiring on average 1 second for delivery. This might be

caused by the proactive interest dissemination approach adopted to reenact push

communication model. In fact, due to the NDN communication model, producers

do not proactively push content to the consumers after it has been generated but

instead wait to receive Interests from the consumers before transmitting data – with

the result of increasing the overall delivery times.
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Figure 7.3: Delivery ratio per minute.

Finally, the total amount of outgoing traffic is presented in Fig. 7.5, as metric

to evaluate and compare the network resource consumption of each protocol. This

measure is obtained as the sum of the average amount of bits per second sent by

each node. The figure shows that the naive message dissemination strategy adopted

for the NDN-based application causes considerable pressure on the network. In fact,

even when NDN relies on UDP Multicast and thus can leverage link-local multicast

dissemination of data, it still presents a high overhead compared to DisService and

DisService Reliable. This might be caused by the absence of tailored caching, In-

terest aggregation and forwarding strategy configurations that could theoretically

reduce the bandwidth consumption of NDN while at the same time increase its

effectiveness.
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Figure 7.4: Delivery latency per minute.

Figure 7.5: Cumulative bandwidth consumption per second.
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Conclusion

Enabling IoT-based applications in disrupted network environments is crucial to

allow rescuers to rapidly acquire situational awareness and support critical activi-

ties. However, without the use of resilient solutions capable of rapidly restoring the

accessibility to IoT assets, the IoT-based applications cannot fully take advantage

of the sensing and computational devices that disastrous environments offer. More-

over, the network characteristics also require resilient communication protocols that

allow reliable information sharing and exploit the scattered network resources to

increase data availability.

To tackle the challenges of these environments, this thesis investigates specific

methodologies that can enable the definition and adoption of IoT-based applications.

In particular, this thesis proposes the adoption of proactive discovery mechanisms

implemented by a distributed federation of gateways. Via this approach it is possible

to define a rapidly adaptable and re-configurable middleware capable of surviving

the dual nature of network fragmentation, due to both physical events and admin-

istrative administrative, that characterizes disrupted network environments.

Moreover, this thesis also investigates the effectiveness of the information-centric

and ICN paradigms for information exchange in order to discuss the characteristics

that communication protocols should offer in the targeted challenging environment.

To this end, experimental evaluation of diverse communication protocols are pre-

sented and discussed.

To provide a more exhaustive and detailed summary of the research presented

in this thesis, Chapter 2 presents the solutions and approaches that enable IoT in

reliable network environments. Chapter 3 instead discusses renowned environments

that widely adopt IoT devices, such as Smart Cities and modern warfare environ-

ments, and explains how natural disasters and the tactical networks’ characteristics

negatively impact the adoption of IoT.

In the Chapter 4, an in-detail discussion of the requirements and challenges to

enable IoT in disrupted networks is presented. In particular, the chapter discusses
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how mechanisms such as proactive discovery, federation and secure group commu-

nication can restore access to IoT devices.

Following, in Chapter 5, a proof-of-concept middleware named MARGOT is pre-

sented. MARGOT implements the mechanisms and the concept introduced in the

previous chapter in order to both provide a possible architecture for a IoT manage-

ment middleware for disrupted network environments and also enable experimental

evaluation of the mechanisms. To this end, the chapter presents two experimental

evaluations of the middleware in two scenarios: a single edge network domain and

a multi-domain scenario. The first presents the effectiveness of the middleware in

terms of discovery and context-filtering to simplify context-based strategies, while

the second investigates the effectiveness of a federated approach and possible en-

hanced mechanisms for inter-domain information sharing.

Next, Chapter 6 presents an experimental evaluation of diverse communication

protocols in a realistic emulated tactical environment. In particular, for the ex-

periments this thesis makes use of the Anglova scenario to evaluate several com-

munication protocols adopted in both enterprise and tactical environments. The

results obtained for each protocol are then compared on the basis of three main

indicators: bandwidth consumption, delivery ratio and delivery latency. Similarly,

Chapter 7 presents an evaluation of NDN. More specifically, NDN is described, dis-

cussed within tactical network requirements and evaluated in comparison with other

publish-subscribe protocols.

The concepts discussed in this thesis and the experimental evaluations present a

new possible paradigm to restore IoT-access in disrupted network environments. In

particular, proactive discovery achieved via a distributed middleware approach rep-

resents a novelty over the state-of-the-art of nowadays infrastructures, which highly

rely on Cloud computing. Moreover, the study of ICN protocols for information

sharing is still an open topic in the literature, especially within tactical environ-

ments.

Future works will continue the study of tactical networks and disaster recovery

scenarios to study more comprehensive solutions. For example, network aware-

ness can improve the definition of more exhaustive resource topology that im-

proves context-based filtering. Moreover, the integration of the Value of Infor-

mation paradigm to support inter-domain communication can further improve the

federate middleware approach in order to efficiently exploit the scarce network re-

sources. Finally, communication protocols would still require more studies related

to also inspect the possible advent of new communication technologies. For ex-

ample, 5G enabled M2M communication might further foster the development of

fully-decentralized communication protocols.

In conclusion, this thesis summarizes the research pursued during my PhD’s pro-
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gram at the Department of Engineering of the University of Ferrara. During the

program, I was part of the Distributed Systems Research Group under the super-

vision of my tutor Prof. Cesare Stefanelli and my co-tutor Prof. Mauro Tortonesi.

Moreover, during my research I also cooperated with PhD Niranjan Suri, leader of

the NOMADS group at IHMC, and the NATO IST 161 Research Task Group.
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